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On, On, P9JA, A tribute 
you stand. To service 
rendered, knowledge tendered, 
A benediction planned. 
A) Senior Beerettes pose before practice. 8) She blinded 
me with Science. C) Two seniors leughing et 11 
sophomore. D) Am I in the right class? E) Cesar mun-
ching out. 
C 
2 P9.JA Profile 
A 
B 
A) Letty and Sylvia flirting with the cameraman. B) Hav-
ing a chat before school. is Cindy and Michael's idea of a 
good time. C) Frank looking tough. D) When the Bear's 
warm up, the crowd usually watches in anticipation. 
C 





A) Victory breakthrough. 8) C) D) Three types of 
weather changes occurred et PSJA. E) I) The 
Cheerleaders did skits to get the students into the spirit. 
F) Mrs. Arredondo turns Indian. G) Daniel Trevino shows 
off his shirt . H) Bobby Aleman reedy for action. J) Anne 
Garza waiting for a squirrel. 
6 PSJA Profile 
C 
Victories and Defeats we've known. 
Our heritage, 
our school!!! 





IO PSJA Profile 
A) Richard Villareal and Robert Puente seem to enjoy their seven minute break between classes. 8) One of Bear 
Memories photographers managed to catch Earl Campbell during spring training et Angelo State University. C) 
Trying to figure out what your schedule is something that happens every first week of school at PSJA. D) Is this 




A) Bear band shows their pride all the time. 8) Jaime Garza was one of this year 's spirited Sophomores. C) You can always look forward to finding the team mascot boosting that 
mighty Bear Spirit. By the way, who is under that costume anyway? D) Jr . Washburn and Laura Portales get " a new face", compliments of Mary Key cosmetics. E) Amelio An-
zaldua wonders if he con drink es much milk es Oscar Garcia. F) Before every game the Varsity cheerleaders stretch out in every way. 






A) Sporting their student council club shirts, these three 
PSJA students await kickoff time at Bear Stadium. 8) 
" He 's my teddy and no one can take him away ," thinks 
Karol Kolkoffen. C) ltza Flores and Liza Flores otherwise 
known as ltza, that's a and what'sa . D) DECA conces-
sion stand workers are caught off guard at drinking 
Cokes. E) Sophomores Chris and Mary wear their 
favorite rock shirts. 
14 PSJA Profile 
C 
C 
A) Why ere you pointin 
you can always find et lh etBme for coach? B) Someone 
C) Yo e ear games · M . ur money or your life S lvi I IS r. McKeever. 
Senior shirt says it ell!! Y 
8
• D) The display of the 
D PS.IA Profile 15 

What Do You Do After 3:18? 
JA 
H 
It 's that time again. Another school day is 
over and everyone psyches themselves up 
for what's happening after school. For a lot 
of students it involves band practice, foot-
ball. or drill team practice work or just plain 
ta kin ' it easy and to relax and forget for a 
moment about all homework. That's why a 
lot of us are anxiously waiting (maybe even 
daydreaming) for that final bell. 
Whatever you do after school. after the 
announcements have been made, after you 
push your way thru to your locker, take time 
to remember that tomorrow is another 
school day. Do not despair-3:18 will hap-
pen again!!! 
P9JA Profile 17 
A 
18 Homecoming 1983-84 
A Walk Down Fifth Avenue 
8 
Homecoming is a big event at 
P .S.J.A. Alot of pride is taken in the 
selection of the Queen. Ten of the 
most beautiful girls are chosen as the 
Queen candidates. Along with the 
Queen being named, we also select 
first and second runner-up. This year 
our Queen is A) Norma lee Robles. 
Norma was a varsity cheerleader and 
was active in Student Council. B) The 
Homecoming Court consisted of l to 
R: Ana Fonseca, Second Runner-up, 
Norma Robles, Queen, and Corina 
Farias, First Runner-up. All ten girls 
looked beautiful under the New York, 
New York theme. Surely our 
Homecoming Court would look stun-







A) Corina was the first runner-up and a 
member of the Varsity Cheerleaders for two 
years. B) Ana was second runner-up and was 
named Band Sweetheart for 1983-84. C) 
Rosie was Senior Class President and was 






D) Kindra was President of the Student 
Council and was a member of the varsity 
volleyball team. E) Sally loves to be a 
"rowdy senior" and likes to kicker dance. F) 
Linda is from Alamo and was a member of 





G) Linda is from Pharr and lists kicker danc-
ing as her # 1 favorite. H) Lisa was Head 
Cheerleader for the Varsity Cheerleaders. I) 
Cindy is from Alamo and lists driving around 
in her truck as her favorite hobby. 
Homecoming 1983-84 19 
New York, New York 
Homecoming is a big event around the P .9.J.A. campus. 
Whether it's getting ready for the game, or showing off the 
mums that you received. Lots of folks also went to the BIG 
DANCE!! Yes, for the first time in ten years, P.9.J.A. had a 
homecoming dance. It was held in the cafeteria after the game 
against the Mission Eagles which the Bears won 27-14. There 
were also alot of new things around the school as the Senior 
Class gave the school and the Bears a terrific breakthrough. 
Even though the first one was made of paper, it still brought the 
Bears good luck! A BIG THANK YOU goes out to the Class of '84 
from the Battlin' Bears and also from the student body 
altogether. 
,. 
A) Bearettes plan to start a flower shop after 
Homecoming. B) Can I be fhe manager of the shop? 
asks Myfla. C) Melissa and Michelle really enjoy 
Homecoming. D) Zelda smiles as she thinks about 
fhe dance. E) Norma asks, " Am I really fhe 
Homecoming Queen?" 




A) The Bears new breakthrough . a gift from the Class of 
'84. B) Terry says she's not en airhead. C) Clery thinks 
about her big night before the game. D) Lise looks in 
amazement es Norma is named Queen. E) P.9J.A. 
defensive becks Ruben #7 , end Ricky #5 dress up for 
the game against Mission. F) Sophomore Beerettes en-
joy their first High School Homecoming. 
I 
Homecoming Activities 21 
A 
C 
A) The Homecoming Pep Rally. B) Diena looking pretty 
with her smile. C) Ricky end Linde before a night on the 
town. D) Marthe's having a good time et the Senior Tea. 
E) A poster marking a prestigious event. 








A) Mr. Belew receives en award for his cooperation 
with the Senior Class. B) Welch out Hokie, it' s gonna 
fell! C) Guest speakers et Pep Rallies made them e 
success. D) Whetl Don't you like my mum? E) Cindy 
thinks about her truck during the Homecoming 
assembly. 
Homecoming Activities "'l 

























































A) Three History Teachers end two students et attention. 
B) Coach Cuevas end son Lucas. C) Mrs. Salisbury is 
anything wrong? D) '"Mey I help you?" says Mrs. Her-
rera. E) "Don't mess with me, I'm e rookie," says Rod. 
F) Yes Sir! Mr. Arcaute. 
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The P .S.J.A. Board of Education acts as 
the general agent of the State in carrying out 
the will of the people of the P.S.J.A. School 
District in matters of public education and 
operates in the best interests of the District 
and its students. The executive function is 
delegated to the Superintendent and his ad-
ministrative staff who are charged with 
devising ways and means of implementing 
adopted Board policies. 
A) Augusto Guerre-Superintendent, 8) Ernesto 
Alverado-Asst. Supt. for Administration, C) Rodolfo 
Lopez-Asst. Supt. for Instruction, D) Richard 
Light-Asst . Supt. for Personnel. E) Manuel 
Perez-Business Manager. F) Rudybel 
Contreres-President Boerd of Trustees, 0) Daniel 
Ramirez-Vice President, H) Rene 
Lizceno-Secretery-Treesurer, 1) Rodolfo 
Cenche-Asst. Secretary-Treasurer, J) Abel Guajardo Jr. 






7 Year Tradition 
Mr. McKeever leads the life of principal 
here at PSJA. He has been the "head 
man" for 7 years. Mr. McKeever states 
that being around young people is what 
makes him enjoy his job. "Being around 
young people gives me a more optimistic 
view of the future,'' he states. Many 
changes have taken place at PSJA while 
he has been here, but none of the changes 
affected his relationship with students. 
Mr. McKeever with seven years of ex-
perience, will keep the tradition of PSJA 
High School going for as long as he is the 
chief of staff here at PSJA. Good luck to 
Mr. McKeever and may he be at PSJA for 
a long time. A) Mr. McKeever wishes the 
Bears good luck. B) Receiving a bouton-
nier. C) Students are presented awards. D) 







Assistant Principals: What They Do 
A) Mr. L. Galaviz, student activities, 
school calendar, class sponsors, 
lockers, and general discipline. B) 
Ms. H. Garza, class schedules and 
discipline. C) Mr. L. Barrera, Super-
vision of Instruction-Curriculum, 
textbooks, and audio-visual equip-
ment. D) Mr. L. Ramos, Security, 
maintenance, energy conservation, 
and discipline. E) Mr. A. Farias, 
general discipline, documentation 
of disadvantaged programs, T.V. 
library operation. F) Mr. A. Gutier-
rez, student attendance, atten-
dance, related discipline, and bus 
passes. Without these assistant 
principals at PSJA and their com-
mittment, it would be impossible. 






The Guidance Personnel of PSJA consists 
of 9 members. The expertise of these 
members contribute their talents to help any 
PSJA student in the need of class assistance 
and college preparation. A student is assign-
ed to a counselor according to the first letter 
of his last name. 
A) Mrs. Cristela Willingham (A-0), B) Miss 
Belinda Flores (H-N). C) Mr. Jose Garza (E-G), 
D) Mrs. Mollie Thomas (9-Z) E) Mr. Reynaldo 
Zuniga (0-R). F) Mr. Robert Loredo (A-L) 
Migrant Coun. G) Ms. Oiamantina Herrera 
(M-Z) Migrant Coun. H) Mr. M. Hancock 







. . .. 
Office 
Personnel 
A) The incredible threesome, Mrs. Castillo, Mrs. Met-
tlech, Mrs. Cerrillo. B) Mrs. Ramone More, responsi-
ble for ell school end club accounts. C) Mrs. Thelma 
Mettlech responsible for student records, 
transcripts, end info on permanent records. D) Mrs. 
Tomesrte Castillo end E) Mrs. Noreime Cerrillo both 
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Brenda la Prade Daniel Sandoval 
32 Faculty 
Just what can you say about these 
eight young bright teachers? Why 
did they bother in joining th 
teaching field? But one thing for sure 
these beginning teachers look for-
ward to their students respect and 
understanding as they continue their 
goal of teaching. Nevertheless some 
teachers say, "Your first year is 
always the hardest!!" "You just wait 
till next year, it will be a breeze!" Bu 
is it really? 
Dennis Simons 
Rene Ramirez 





Esmeralda de la Garza Martha Mcinnis 
Teaching from two to ten years 
takes a great deal of preparation and 
alot of understanding from students. 
These teachers know how to handle 
their ability of teaching the same 
subject again and again, but realiz-
ing it takes pride mixing with a mat-
ter of patience. Two to ten years of 
teaching sounds alot but it really 
doesn't, because time passes real 
fast that at times it feels as if they 








Baldemar Montema~or Juliane Duren 
34 Faculty 





















Hilde De Shezo Marthe Lee 
Robert Vele 
Faculty 37 






Veronica 8. Barrera 
38 Faculty 
Keren Reynolds Eva Pallerd Rodolfo Palacios 
Virginia Garza Isabel 8chuy 




Are these teachers professionals? You bet they are! Teaching 
anywhere from 11-20 years that's a lot of sacrifice because they 
know what they are doing. If they didn't, these teachers wouldn't be 
here. Starting from the early 1960's to the 1970's, these teachers 
have faced numerous changes throughout their life time, but in 
teaching, their goals have paid off. They set the example as profes-
sional teachers mainly because they know what their teaching sub-
ject is all about. They like their job, enjoy their student's company as 
well as their colleagues. But most of all, "Teaching" has to be most 
rewarding to them with good results at the end. 




Eloy Garcia Flora 
Macgonigle 
Gracie Champion Ma. Odilia 
Arredondo 
Faculty 41 
Bonnie Horn Wilford Wood 
I 









Dedication and Commitment 
How would you like to be teaching for more than 21 years! Well these teachers have 
definitely dedicated and committed themselves to just that, "teaching". No doubt about it! 
Students complain being in school for three years, well how about 21 or more. The entire pre-
sent student body at PSJA wasn't even born yet when these teachers began their teaching 
career back in 1962 or in the 1950's. These teachers definitely get a lot of satisfaction out of 
teaching than their paychecks. The Bear Memories staff congratulates all these fine teachers 














A) The sign &a!jS it all! , 8) Goicha. Mr. Newberg, C) 
Drivers Ed. instructors M. Gonzales, 0 . Villarreal , V. 
Garza, and A. Martinez, D) Are \jOU still on the phone 
Mrs. Rodriguez? E) What's up Cron? F) Mrs. Aber-
nath!j helping her students. G) Mr. Ballew and Mr. 
Torline stand proud to be teachers. H) Mr. Rod trying 
to sell \jearboolcs. I) Mr. Tijerina skinning a deer in 
class. J) UIL coordinator Mrs. Doyle alwa!jS bus!j. K) 
" Did•!jOU get that right," &a\jS Mr. Villa? L) Is Mrs. 







A teacher has many jobs; for example, 
teaching in class and averaging out grades 
plus more. Now a teacher aide helps out him 
or her in carrying out their duties whenever 
they need help. The many jobs they do in-
clude: grading papers, taking roll call, 
averaging out grades, and many odds and 
ends. Here at school alone, there's more 
than 50 teacher and clerical aides carrying 
out many extra curricular activities. You'll 
find them anywhere you go at the office, at 
classrooms, in the halls, and even at the 
library. Their workly hours are the same as a 
regular teacher which are from 8:00 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. They also put up with the same 
hassel a teacher gets from the students. 
Thanks for their support in which they make 
teaching a little bit more easy. 
A) G. Camarillo, M. Pequeno, I. Silva, M. Trejo, 0. 
Rodriguez, D. Castillo, L. Veseldue, ere clerical aides. B) 
J. Garza, L. Martinez, M. Deleon, N. Torres, C. Rosalez, 
T. Garcia, N. Castro, G. Mendoza, G. Guerre, A. Tagle, 
ere teacher aides. C) Mrs. R. Rosales D) Mrs. N. 
Rodriguez E) Mrs. Cantu F) Mrs. M. Pequeno 
48 Teacher Aides 
The Resource 
Center 
Need to check out a book for a report or a 
research paper. Well, no where else but our 
,. school Library will provide these nec-
cessities. They have a variety of books rang-
ing from science fiction of "World of the 
Worlds" to auto-biographies of many 
Iamous persons as "Mark Twain". They also 
have a wide selection of magazines such as 
Sports Illustrated, Ebony, Newsweek, Time, 
and many more. In a Library you can find 
warmth, understanding, quietness, and 
many other qualities which show up when 
you enter the Library. It is also a place where 
you can do your homework or at least find 
the pleasure of silence. So when you walk in 
the Library next time remember that you're 
not only walking into a room which is full of 
books, but a room which has a whole world 
to itself. 
A) Mrs. Marques B) Even Bears enter the Library C) 
Sister Rosemary Kirwen D) Mrs. Camarillo and Mrs. Tre-
e jo E) Mrs. Rodriguez 
Librarians 49 
Bon Appetit 
Do you know how hard it is to feed 2000 
students a day for 180 school days'? Mr. 
Baldemar Cano the Food Director leads this 
extremely difficult task. With Mr. Cano are 
70 or more cafeteria workers who maintain a 
harsh schedule. The shifts commence at 4 
am-9:30 am. Workers who prepare 
breakfast come in at 6 am-1 pm. then two 
shifts that come in at 10 am-2:30 pm and 
11:30 am-3:30 pm. which help out during 
lunch. The last shift is from 1 pm-8 pm which 
finish out the day until tomorrow's same 
routine. Thanks to all of them we can satisfy 
our hungry needs! A) Mr. B. Cano. B) Assistant 
directors. C)-F) PSJA Cafeteria Steff. 
50 Cafeteria Steff 
C 
Keeping P .9.J.A. Clean 
The work of several hundred students can at times be very 
destructive. For this we need our custodians to pick up and clean 
up all of our mess. For example: school paper, coke cans, frito 
bags, tree leaves, and dirt itself. Plus they do so much of other 
stuff. Like electrical repair, which might not be working in a 
classroom. For this, doing maintenance jobs is one of their 
specialties. 15 to more workers everyday do this. No matter 
where, in the gym, out in the field, or in the classroom, they 
always do their job to leave everything clean until tomorrow. 
Without the custodians P.S.J.A. would not be clean. Thanks for a 
job well done! A) Mr. Montes, B) Mr. Saenz, C) Front row: P. 
Cuellar, N. Navarro, M. Belmares, J. Montes, J. Garza. Second 
row: S. Perez, T. Guzman, J. Navarro, R. Montes, H. Saenz, 0. 
Lopez, C. Fonseca, E. Alanis, A. Cano, A. Leos. 
P8JA Cusiodianc 51 
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A) "Whetche doin' after the game?" asks the Beer. 
B) Donne Bishop, en ace et her work. C) KRGV disc 
jocks visit PSJA with their wild cheers. D) " Practice 
makes perfect." says Bobby. E) " I think I can, I 
think I can, I think I can ... " F) The baseball field, 
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PHARR-SAN JUAN-ALAMO FOOTBALL TEAM FOR 1983-84-Are the following pla1Jers: Front row (left to right): Orlando Romero (85), Basilio 
Garza (23), LarrlJ Hernandez (60), Cipriano Olivarez (15), Javier Renteria (50), Juan Garcia (44), Noe Flores (13), RudlJ Martinez (22), Eddie 
Serna (3), Hector Moreno (31), Gilbert Gonzales (25), J. J. Jimenez (63). Second Row: Robert Limas (14), BobblJ Garza (61), Frank Zavala (34), 
Alex Renteria (69), Luis Gonzalez (41), Julian Garza (45), Paul Garza (84), Emilio Vela (33), GilrolJ Martinez (20), Guadalupe Sanchez (72), 
Mark Trevino (77), Joe Forina (56). Third Row: Eddie Lopez (32), BobblJ Aleman (9), RicklJ Salinas (88), Robert Almendares (27), Carlos 
Salinas (10), RicklJ Caballero (5), JoelJ Gonzalez (21), Ruben Garza (7), Pete Gomez (46), Oscar Garcia (30), Ruben Rodriguez (55), Fred 
Sandoval (80), Alex Hernandez (86). Back Row: Robert Puente (51), BobblJ Olivares (74), JerrlJ Garza (66), Robert Alaniz (64), Rene Jaime 
(65), Chris Thompson (68), Willie Vasques (52), Armando Arcaute (78), Ramiro Saurez (79), and Ben Garza (76). 
Scoreboard 1983-'84 
PSJA 28 Mercedes 0 PSJA 6 Harlingen 18 
PSJA 0 McAllen 14 PSJA 13 San Benito 0 
PSJA 15 Memorial 0 PSJA 27 Mission 14 
PSJA 9 Hanna 21 PSJA 0 Edinburg 14 
PSJA 13 Porter 12 PSJA 31 Weslaco 27 
Heed Football Coach Cuevas 
Coaches Corner 
A lot of hard work was put into coaching 
the Mighty Bears. All these efforts were of 
very good use. The long hours of practice 
were endured by the coaches as well as the 
football players. Great job, men! The follow-
ing are the 1983-84 Coaches: A) David 
Rivera Defensive coordinator , B) Juen 
Crosby Offensive line, C) Den Coplea Defen-
sive linebacker, D) Danny Reyne Offensive 
coordinator, E) Paulino Ramirez Offensive 
line, F) Dennis Simons Trainer, G) Mike Fraire 
Defensive end, H) Eliseo Pompa Offensive, I) 









The Bears opened the 1983-84 
season with a victory over the 
Mercedes Tigers. With the returning 
lettermen and running backs Frank 
Zavala and Rudy Martinez leading 
the way the Bears scored 4 
touchdowns. The defense led by 
Ruben Rodriguez, Joey Gonzales, 
Robert Puente, and Larry Hernandez 




The Bears opened the district 
season with a loss to the McAllen 
Bulldogs. It was a defense battle as 
the score at halftime was 0-0. 
McAllen picked off a Bobby Aleman 
pass which led to their first score. 
The Bears offense could not get un-
tracked while the defense tried in 
vain to keep the Dogs from scoring. 
Their attempt was futile as the 
Bulldogs drove again to a touchdown 
which made the final score 14-0. 
A 
0 
A) Ruben Garza , Sr. , TB-DB. B) Being chased 
by a Mercedes Tiger this unidentified Bear 
runs to rnake a touchdown. C) Ricky 
Caballero, Sr .. QB-DB. D) The Mighty Bear 
Breakthrough. E) Carlos Salinas, Sr .. SE-DE. 
F) 3ear defense ready to swarrn opposing 
tearn. G) Eddie Serna, Jr. , SM-DB. H) Joe 
Forina srniles as he sees the winning 
scoreboard. I) Raul Alaniz , Soph .. QB-LB. J) 
Bobby Alernan , Sr., QB-LB. K) Did you see 
that pretty girl pass by? L) Ben Garza con-






PSJA, trying to bounce back and 
win, traveled to McAllen to play the 
Memorial Mustangs. On the Bears 
first possession, they drove to the 
Mustang 2 yard line. A fumble stalled 
the drive and the defense took over. 
The defense led by Benny Garcia and 
Rene Jaime sacked the Memorial QB 
in the end zone. Carlos Salinas made 
the PAT and the ball went over to the 
Mustangs. Another Bear score made 




Hanna traveled to Bear Stadium to 
meet the Bears. It was a battle all the 
way through as the Bears would not 
give way to the Eagles. All week long 
Coach Cuevas said that if the Bears 
were not ready, they would be sur-
prised by the Eagles. The Bears 
heeded the coach's advice and were 
defeated by the Eagles 21-9. This 
loss hurt the Bear Pride, but the Bear 





A) Noe Flores, 9r. 9M-DB. B) The Bear Offen-
sive line ready to pound on the Tigers. C) 
Robert Limas, 9r. 9M-DE. D) The Bears hud-
dle before playing and winning. E) A Bear 
defender trying to keep a Tiger from scoring. 
F) Bobby Olivares leading the Bears in roping 
the Memorial Mustangs. G) Cipriano Olivarez, 
Jr. FB-LB. H) Halfback Frank Zavala goes for 





A) Joey Gonzalez, Sr. SM-S. B) The 
lineup-Emilio, Frank , Rudy, and Joe. C) The 
powerful Bear defense ready for action. 0) 
Rudy Martinez, Sr. FB-0B. E) When the 







A) Greyhounds aren't as fast as the Bears. B) 
"What's the score?" asks Juan "Bones" 
Garcia. C) Basilio Garza, 9r., HB-DB. D) 
Gilbert Gonzalez, 9r., TB-DB. E) Robert 
Almendarez, 9r. TB-DB. F) Chris gives us the 








The Bears traveled to Brownsville 
to play the surprising Porter 
Cowboys. The defense led by Ricky 
Caballero and Joey Gonzalez helped 
the Bears with a new QB, Emilio Vela. 
The Bears scored their first 
touchdown on a 79 yard pass from 
Vela to Eddie Serna. The second 
touchdown was also a pass play that 
went for 58 yards. The offensive 
line, led by Bobby Alaniz, Chris 
Thompson. Bobby Olivares, Mando 
Arcaute, and first time starters Joe 
Forina and Fred Sandoval kept the 
Porter defense out of the backfield 
and helped in the Cowboys' defeat. 
Cardinals Card 
the Bears 18-6 
The Bears played the Cardinals in a 
non-district game being the case 
where Harlingen was disqualified 
from the district race. Yet the Car-
dinal Pride was not disqualified as 
they defeated the Bears. Coach 
Williams had the Caradinal game well 
prepared. PSJA started the game in 
good fashion as the rushing game 
worked well with the passing game. 
But the Cardinals proved too much 
as the'-4 gave the Bears their first 
non-district loss. Both Cardinal and 





A) Being tackled by a Mercedes player, 
Frank keeps on going. B) Oscar Garcia, Sr. , 
FB-DE. C) Just after warming-up, the Bears 
are ready to win. D) Eddie Lopez, Jr. , HB-DB. 
E) Frank Zavala, Jr., HB-DB. F) Joel Borrego, 
Sr .. HB-S. G) Being crunched in by two Mis-
sion Eagles isn't Eddie Lopez's idea of spen-
ding a Friday night. H) Emilio Vela, Soph .. 
QB-DB. I) The Bear defense crushing their op-
ponent. J) Robert Puente, Sr., OG-LB. K) 




A) A Mission player tries to gain another 
yard. B) Juan Garcia, Sr., FB-DB. C) Eddie 
Serna waits for his call to the field. D) Julian 
Garza, Jr., FB-DT. E) Pete Gomez, Sr. , FB-DT. 
F) The predictions were in favor of San 
Benito but the scoreboard told another story. 
G) Willie Vasquez, Sr., C-DT. H) Mario Guajar-
do, Soph., G-LB. I) A fumble recovered by 





The Bears traveled to San Benito 
and gave the Greyhounds a bite as 
they defeated them. The loss knock-
ed the high flying hounds out of first 
place. The first score came on as 
Emilio Vela threw Eddie Lopez a pass. 
The leading offense in the valley 
Ruben Garza, Basilio Garza, and 
Ricky Caballero each intercepted 




The Bears kept alive their slim 
hopes in 32-5A by over powering the 
Mission Eagles. PSJA claimed a first 
home victory in the season with only 
an injury to Emilio Vela. Rene Jaime 
and Emilio Vela were the dominants 
of the night. Rene Jaime's safety and 
two points opened the scoring with 
contributors by Frank Zavala, Carlos 
Salinas, Bobby Aleman, Eddie Lopez, 
and Eddie Serna. The remaining time 






A) Ruben Rodriguez, 9r. OG-LB. B) Rene and 
Joe watch the receiver run his pattern. C) 
"Hey, who took my gatorade?" asks Robert 
Puente. D) Coach Pompa yells out to the ref 
to get out there. E) Joe Forina, C-LB, 9r. F) 
Larry Hernandez, 9r. OG-LB. G) The Bears at 
another breakthrough for another winning 
game. H) Robert Alaniz 9r. OG-LB. I) "Make 
that touchdown!" is all that Ricky Caballero 
thinks about. J) The Bears are waiting for the 
ref's sign if its a touchdown. K) Bobby Gar-





Cats Knock Bears 
Out of Playoffs 
H 
For the past two years, Edinburg 
vs. P9JA was the game of the week. 
This year was no exception as the 
Bears, fighting for a chance to play 
in the playoffs, and the Cats fighting 
for a district championship met once 
again. The Bears held the Bobcats to 
seven points in the half. The defense 
kept the Bobcats out of our endzone. 
The Bobcats final touches came on 
an interception which was returned 
for a touchdown. The Bears now 
were knocked out of the playoffs, 
but should always hold their heads 




Weslaco's defense was tough. 
their offense was good, but the 
Bears were better as the score read 
31-'l.7. For the Seniors, it was their 
last hurrah as a Bear. For the Juniors 
and 9ophornores, it was a chance to 
keep the Bear tradition alive. This 
year was a rebuilding year as the 
Bears went 6-4. Congratulations to 
the Bears and Coach Cuevas for a 
fine season and a job well done. 
A) Rene Jaime, Sr., OG-DT. B) Jerry Garza, 
Sr., OT-DT. C) At the last game, the Bear and 
his friend the Panther, have their fun before 
retiring for the season. D) Alex Renteria, Jr., 
OG-DT. E) Lupe Sanchez, Sr. , OG-DE. F) Mark 
Trevino, Sr. , OT-DE. G) Robert Limas at-
tempts to kick his heels in excitement for 







A) Chris Thompson, Jr .. OG-LB. B) Basilio 
Garza explains to Coach Cuevas and Willie 
Vasquez how he blocked the ball. C) Bobby 
Olivares, 9r., OT-DT. D) Benny Garcia, 9r., 
C-DT. E) Ben Garza, 9oph .. OT-DT. F) Arman-




A) Carlos Salinas lies down after a kick. B) 
Emilio Vela on the sideline after doing an ex-
cellent job this season. C) Ramiro Suarez. 
Sr., OT-DT. D) Fred Sandoval. Jr., SE-OLB. E) 







A) Coach Cuevas prepares to give furtlier in-
structions to his teem. B) Paul Garza, Sr., 
SE-DE. C) Alex Hernandez, Jr., SE-DE. D) 
Ricky Salines. Sr., SE-DE. E) Robert Alaniz 
can't make up his mind whet picture to take. 
F) Bobby end Ricky making a speech et a 
pep rally. G) David Blackwell gets his thrills 
after the Porter game. 
Spotts 71 
J. V. Has 
Excellent Year 
The J.V. had an excellent year with seven 
wins and two losses against Memorial and 
Hanna. The team impressed the school with 
overwhelming victories against Harlingen 
(26-0) and Mission (35-0). The J.V. Bears 
finished the last game as a tie against 
Weslaco (14-14). 
Shown are: A) Ricky runs toward the end-
zone. B) Juice tries to outrun an opponent. 
C) J.V. Coach Coples. 
B 
The 1983-84 J.V. Football Team are L. to R. Top: S. Botello, F. Maldonado, J. Trevino, R. Liscano, A. Gonzalez, 2nd Row: V. Llado, A. 
Mendiola, J. Ortega, C. Cardenas, E. Gutierrez, F. Garcia, 3rd Row: C. Cortez, Z. Compean, R. Alaniz, A. de Leon, J. Quintanilla, R. Herrera, 
R. Contreras, R. Duran, 4th Row: J. Gomez, 0. Benitez, T. Medrano, M. Guajardo, H. Vargas, C. Rodriguez, M. Ramirez, J. Fonseca, H. 
Hernandez 
72 J.V. Football 
The 1983-84 Sophomore Football Team are top, I. to r., R. Perez, T. Perez, T. Quintero, D. Guajardo, J. Rodriguez; 2nd Row, J. Solis , R. 
Garza, A. Hernandez, J. Aleman, R. Cuevas, A. Lopez, G. Garza; 3rd Row, A. Montes, R. Garza, F. Salazar, F. Villareal , R. Sanchez, R. 





The Sophomore football team had an im-
pressive year. They started off with two wins 
in a row against Valley Christian (27-0) and 
Hidalgo J.V. (7-0). Then they lost a heart-
breaker to Donna J. V. (8-7). They came back 
with two more wins against Hanna (21-14), 
Porter (6-0). They had one more loss to Harl-
ingen (30-2), and finished out the year with 
three wins (16-0), (12-6), (21-0), and one tie 
(14-14). 
A) Artie Sandoval looks on in anticipation. B) Freddie, 
#8, whet ere you doin '? C&D) Some of the battle 
scenes in which the Sophs. won. 
B 





The boys track team did very well this year 
with the help of three senior athletes. The 
team did better individually rather than as a 
team. They did very well in the sprints, 100 
meter, 200 meter, and mile relay. Usually 
placing in first or second, senior Pete 
Gomez, who was the teams leading point 
scorer and nearby was senior Gilroy Mar-
tinez. Senior Gilbert Gonzalez, who ran the 
100 meter hurdles and Junior Chris Thomp-
son, who threw the shot, came up with the 
rest of the points. 




A) I know I can do it with my eyes closed. B) Here take 
it. so that I can catch my cap before it fells. C) Hey 
Gilroy, look et my medals. That's pretty good, who did 
you borrow them from. D) You guys ere too slow, go 
home says Coach Suarez. E) Whet! I have to run the 2 
mile , says Gilroy. F) Hey Pete, my grandmother runs 
fester then that. 0) What's wrong guys, your heeds ere 
so fr!l of air that you're starting to !lost. H) Oh no, this is 
the Track Teem. I) Batmen end Robin on the run after 
the Penquin. J) Hey Gilroy, knock this guy down so that 
I can win. K) Hey Chris, that's not the way to catch the 
shot. L) Who you guys running from now. M) Hey guys , 
if you don· t give two cents, get out of here. 
H 
Boy's Track 75 
8 
Girls Run 
for the Ribbon 
The P.S.J.A. girls track team , which in-
cludes sixteen members had put alot of hard 
work and effort into this years track season 
which was very successful , thanks to 
P.S.J .A.'s track coach, Mr. Carlos Vela . The 
1983-84 girls track team includes girls of all 
three classifications. There are six 
sophomores, six juniors, and four seniors. 
They competed in many track meets and 
they won an abundance of awards. They 
competed in long distant running, 400 
meter , 800 meter , mile relay, hurdling, shot 
put, discus and long jump in the All District 
Competition. The girls practiced their running 
before and after school , in hard training to 
back their school pride. Being a part of the 
P .SJ.A. girls track team took alot of dedica-
tion from these girls. 
A) The P.8.J.A. girls track teem ere I. tor. Top Row, C. 
Jeurigi, R. Chevez, M. Silva , V. Garza , T. Remos , Coach 
Vele , C. Faries , M. Garcia , E. Tijerina, M. Gonzelez. 
Bottom Row, A. Berrios, M. Torres, 8 . Martinez, I. 
Villareal. R. Salazer, E. Tijerina, end 8. Garcia . 8) Betty 
shows her running form. C) The girls resting by walking 
the curves. D) P.8.J .A. girls track. E) A little laughter 
before practice. F) Corine end Betty warm up before 
practice. 
D 




This \:jeer's golf teem hes a new countr\:l 
club to practice et, Plantation South Countr\:l 
Club. The\:j practice a nine-hole game ever\:l 
de\:l end later go to the driving range end 
practice on driving, chipping, end putting. At 
the beginning of the \:leer the\:l had ten 
members end now have fourteen. This \:leer 
the teem hes a new coach, Richard 
Rodriguez, who hes been ple!:jing golf for 
seven \:leers. The\:l went to tournaments dur-
ing the month of March et Harlingen, Mis-
sion, Edinburg, end McAllen. The\:l also went 
A to the district meet in the first week of April. 
A) The 1983-84 Golf Teem. B) The teem prepares fore 
game. C) Rocky listens to the coach for advice. D) 
Coach Rodriguez demonstrates how to swing e club. E) 
Putting for e birdie. 
Golf 77 
P9JA Basketball 
Better Than Ever 
The 1983-84 Bears started the season 
with a new look. With a new head coach in 
Erasmo Molina and eight returning lettermen, 
the team looked promising. The talk around 
PSJA was that the Bears were back. But 
these were not the same Bears. They were 
the "Running Bears." Our Bears were third 
place winners in the Edinburg tourney, and 
then came off with a first place champion-
ship trophy in the Weslaco tournament as 
they defeated Weslaco 45-37. District play 
came along and the Bears continued on their 
winning ways. Robert Silva was one of the 
leading scorers in the District as was Ricky 
Vera. Thanks to Coach Molina for a job well 
done and may he be here for a long time. 
A 







A) Ro6ert limes goes up for two. B) 1983-84 Bears. 1st 
Row R. limes #14, J. Gongora #10, M. Klepper #5, J. 
Acosta #3. 2nd Row R. Silva #33, A. Hernandez #20, 
E. Serna #4, J. Moreno #12. 3rd Row R. Gongora 
#23, B. Mendoza #34, R. Vera #13, L. Mancillas #11. 
C) The sign says it all. D) Robert goes for a shot. E) Alex 
shoots free throws against Mission. F) Robert Gongora, 
Weslaco tourney MVP. 0) Coach Erasmo Molina. H) The 
supporting crowd. 1) Ricky Vera #13. J) Jump for it 
Alex. K) Bears enjoy foul shots. 
Varsity Basketball 79 
E 
A) Bears warm up before the game. B) Brien Molina. 
manager of the Bears. C) O.K. let"s start the game. D) Ricky 
puts it up for two against San Benito. E) Huddle around the 
free throw line. F) Robert BB\jB the Bears ere #1. 0) 
Cheerleaders clap for Jaime Gongora. H) Rick and Robert 
wait in anticipation. 






Leads to Success 
A team that puts hard work to win usually 
becomes successful. That's how you can ex-
plain our J.V. team's year. With Coach Dan 
Coples at the helm, you know everyone gave 
110%. Coples and his army were just as suc-
cessful as the varsity squad. Whether it was 
pulling off impressive wins against McHi, or 
losing the tough game to Harlingen, our guys 
were awesome. Surely Coach Molina looks 
forward to next year's varsity squad which 
will be a product of Coach Coples. The PSJA 
army is back and ready to shoot down the 
1.-tars. 
t I I 
f 
A) P8JA 1983-84 J.V. team. B) Arturo looks to paBB the 
ball downcourt. C) 8hoot the bell Basilio. D) Andy out-
jumps the Bobcais. E) Trying to stey awake du,ing a lec-
ture. F) Arturo looks on while teammate shoots foul 
shots. 
J.V. BaeketbalJ 81 
Girls Basketball 
on the Rebound 
Due to injuries that plagued the teem , they 
did not play up to whet was expected out of 
them. With the services of 5 seniors , 2 
juniors, end 2 sophomores, the teem was ex-
pected to perform better then they did. The 
teem was let down after sophomore Letty 
Cantu broke her ankle while playing against 
the Ledy Eagles of Henne. The teem was also 
faced with the problem of having a new 
coach. First year heed coach for the teem 
was Robert Vele , who did a fine job of 
coaching the teem. Good Luck to Coach Vele 
end the girls in the future. 
C 
D 







A) 1983-84 Girls Basketball Teem ere: Bottom Row, J. 
Saenz #13, L. Salines #11, E. Cano #4, M. Zapata #5. 
Top Row, P. Munoz #14, F. Rodriguez #23, L. Cantu 
#34. R. Cano #22, I. Roldan #21. 8) Don 't fly away 
Letty. C) Young&ters from Alamo support the lady 
Bears. D) Coach Robert Vele. E) Letty Cantu #34, 
Soph. F) "learn how to tie your shoelace yet?" asks 
Coach Billesces. 0) Petty Munoz #14 Sr. H) Frances 
Rodriguez #23 Sr. I) Only 1000 laps to go girls. J) 
Sanior members. K) Tepe it right, says Frances. l) 
Racheal Cano #22 Sr. M) Petty does ell the work while 
Lillie fools around. 
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J. V. Basketball 
Girls Look 
Promising 
The girls J.V. team played inspiring 
ball all season and did a tremendous 
job at it. The girls also had a new 
coach this year and she did a great 
job with the girls. Even though they 
were a young team, they had great 
success, which will help next year's 
varsity team. May the success the 
girls en joyed this year be with them 
throughout their basketball careers 
and our hats go off to the coaches in-
volved in this basketball program. 
A) This waier tasies terrible. B) Pep Talk during a 
timeout. C) Coach Vela talks to the girls during halftime. 
D) Debbie shows coach why she should play more. E) 
Coach Billescas. F) 1883-84 J.V. Basketball Teem. 
E 




on the Run 
The cross country teatn, even though 
tnany young, did fairly well in cornpetition 
this yea,. With the coaching of Carlos Vela 
and the detertnination and will of the young 
athletes, they put on a good show at the 
tneets they attended throughout the year. 
The teatn is expected to do better as it 
rnatures. 
A) Running for the gusto. B) Elizabeth Tijerina looks 
determined. C) Elizabeth shows her expression es she 
closes in on the tape. D) Coach Vela marking time on 
one of the Players. E) looking on at nearby competition. 
F) The many schools that participated in the meet along 
with the P .8.J.A. cross country team. 
0 
Cross Country 85 
Volley Girls 
Are Competitive 
The varsity volleyball girls proved to be a competitive 
teem along with other teems in league play. Although 
the girls didn 't take a large percentage of wins , the\j 
proved to be very strong in certain areas of play. The 
teem showed strong points in Senior Petty Munoz, who 
made first teem All-District end Sophomore Letty Cantu, 
who is expected to do much better her junior end senior 
year es soon es she recuperates from her broken ankle. 
The teem feels that they could have performed much 
better in competition if they had more teem unity. The 
teem consisted of: 1-r, top row: J. Perez, G. Coronado, 
B. Miranda, D. Bishop. M. Garcia. L. Cantu. R. Cano. P. 
Munoz, R. Vele. Bottom Row; A. Velasquez, L. Salines, 
K. Jackson, M. Silva, M. Hernandez, end E. McDonald. A 




The Junior Varsity Volleyball girls looked 
quite impressive compared to that of past 
seasons. With the help of Coach Vela the 
team did a little better. The team as a whole 
thought they could have done a lot better, 
but the team was faced with a few problems 
in workout. The team members are bottom 
row (L to R) M. Millice, M. Anzaldua, E. 
Gutierrez, M. Ordonez. (top row) I. 
Rodriguez, M. Chavez, A. Montez, A. Gon-
zalez, D. Salinas, C. Ramirez and Coach R. 
Vela. 
A) The P9JA Varsity Volleyball Team. 8) Oh Wow, l trip-
ped over my feet again. C) High Ten! D) Kindra reedy to 
serve. E) Volleyball players huddle before the game. F) 
Donny Bishop serving it across. G) The P9JA J.V. 
Volleyball team. H) What did l do wrong. I) let's stay 
beck and let her do it all. J) Waiting for the second half 
to starl. K) Don 't worry , the bell will eventually get 
there. l) looking on as she hits the bell. 
J.V. Volleyball 87 
B 
88 Baseball 
Living Up to 
Expections 
The baseball team had a lot to live up to 
this year end did so very well considering 
their record for the year. Baseball took a lot 
of determination from each individual player. 
They started to practice in early December. 
Workouts began right after the school day. 
Eddie Serna, who lead the Beers well into the 
play-offs last year, is again pitching for the 
Beers as a junior. The Bears lived up to what 
was expected of them and was very pleased 




A) Members of the teem had time to pose for a picture. 
8) Coaches for the Beers ere coach 8. Bazan end coach 
Reyes. C) Heed coach for the Beers is Santiago Bazan. 
D) Bobby Aleman putting on shoes before practice. E) 




. .,. . A) Mendo trotting to home piste. B) Eddie practices the ground bell . C) Warming up the arm is necessary. D) A 
little horseplay during practice. E) Coach Reyes prac-
tices with the teem. F) The catcher practices in a cage 






The varsity tennis team did very well this 
year in singles and doubles as well. The ten-
nis coach for the 1983-84 tennis team was 
Kathy Garza. The team competed and won 
many awards in a few tournaments. The 
1983-84 varsity tennis team included from 
(left to right) coach K. Garza, R. Alvarado, D. 
Garza, L. Falkner, J. Cano, D. Garza, R. 
Trevino, H. Salinas, T. Medina. (second row) 
L. Llanas, D. Garcia , Y. Gutierrez, and K. 
Garza. 
90 Versify Tennis 
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C 
A) The tennis teem for the 1983-84 school year. B) Yoli 
warming up before practice to prevent any injuries. C) 
Lori concentrating on the bell. 0) David uses hand end 
eye coordination to hit the bell. E) H. Salines end T. 






J.V. Tennis Team 
Has Expectations 
The J.V. Tennis team was under the super-
vision of Coach K. Garza. The J.V. team con-
sisted of seven boys and eight girls. The 
Junior Varsity Tennis Team earned a reputa-
tion for being hardworking and talented. This 
past year, they competed in the same tour-
naments that Varsity attended and faired 
quite well. (Left to Right) J. Llanas, J. Garza, 
D. Hernandez, A. Padron, V. lanelli, R. 
Melendez, C. Gonzales. (second row) L. 
Davila, M. Alaniz, C. Mendez, E. Cantu, L. 
Guajardo, B. Zurbach, A. Salinas and K. 
Garza. 
A) The J.V. Tennis Teem for P.9.J.A. B) Carlos end Marty 
like to follow Rosie around fhe court. C) Rosie Trevino 
doing sit-ups during warm up. 0) Stretching is en essen-
tial pert of Tennis. E) Vinny is going &freight for if! 
J.V. Tennis 91 
































































































































A) Minerva Sales works for her stripes et e Beer game. 
B) Yvette Elizondo shows her Beer spirit. C) Is that really 
a P9JA cheerleader? D) P9JA Bear Bend proves that 
practice makes perfect. E) Hey Adan! careful with that 
blowtorch. 
Organizations Organizations Organizations Organizations Organizations Organizations Organizations Organizations Organizations Organizations Organiz 






































































































































by the Year" 
The Osoettes are made up of 31 hard 
working ladies, who have tried hard to 
improve. During summer they practic-
ed five days a week from 5 pm to 8 
pm. They learned routines, cheers and 
the forming of the PSJA letters. The 
Osoettes had many changes 
throughout the year, the coming of a 
new sponsor was the most rewarding. 
Mrs. A. L. Perez changed the Osoettes 
into a very united, loud, and spirited 
pep squad. 
The Osoettes prepared themselves 
for the "Queen Contest". Their can-
didate was #74 Bobby Olivarez, who 
was named "Bouncing Bubblicious 
Robertita." The Osoette sweetheart 
this year was Lollie Villanueva. They 
showed their spirit by supporting the 
athletic games. ''This was a great year 
girls," quoted Janie Vela. 
A) Osoette members held beke sales during the 
summer. B) The 1883-84 OGoette Ofttcers (I tor) 
are: top: Janie Vela, Perl.: Lollie Villanueva, 
Pres.: Margie Lucio, Reporter: bottom are (I to r) 
Letty Rodriquez, V-Pres.: Marthe Razo, Trees.: 
Dore Rodea, Sec. C) Sponsor is Mrs. A. L. Perez, 
next to her is her Husband. D) Osoettes anxious-
ly waiting for a touchdown. E) Mery Vega selling 




C) The 1983-84 Osoette members ere (I to r) row one; 
Gregoria PeGine, Adeline 8endovel, Nancy Delgado, 
Mery 8anchez, Missy Remos; second row; Anedelie 
9oto, Clery Rodriguez; third row: Yvette Elizondo, Mery 
Vega; fourth row; Lilimee Arevalo, Tessie Perez, Lori 
Oordieno, Cecilia Rivera, Rite Garcia; frfth row; Orelie 
Aguinaga, Mery ReyeG: sixth row; Mery Martinez, Nelle 
Franco; seventh row; Connie Estrade, Irene Telles; 
A) Osoettes preparing themselves for the McHi game. B) 
We won! I'm so happy I could cry. 
eighth row; Enedelia Borrego, Noemi Bocanegra, Norma 







The 1983-84 Bearettes consisted of 
forty, at the least, members and nine 
officers. They had a wonderful trip to 
Florida. They also participated in 
several athletics games and pep-rallies. 
By showing their pride and spirit in 
their routines and dances, the crowds 
of PSJA and other schools went wild. 
A 
A) The 1983-84 Bearettes left page standing (I to r) are: 
L. Gonzalez, M. Moya, E. Farias, J. Cantu, H. Contreras, 
I. Trevino, Y. Herrera , I. Garza, M. Reyna, 9 . Trevino, M. 
Bustamante, N. Alvarado, I. Cantu, A. Palomo, R. 
Abrego, M. Elizondo, T. Saenz, L. Serna , M. Mesquitic, 
A. Gusman, J. Martinez, D. Bracamontez. 9 . Champion, 
9 . Martinez, M. Cano, 9 . Rodriguez, C. Ramos. Sitting 




Pecina, C. Cantu, D. Sandoval, B. Bazan, G. Blevins, G. 
Rodriguez, Z. Martinez, N. Tijerina, M. Palacios, D. 
Garcia, C. Castillo, 9. Preciado, D. Morin. B) Bearette 
officers standing are (I tor): N. Tijerina, second Capt.: C. 
Cantu, third Capt.; M. Palacios, fourth Lt.; D. Sandoval. 
third Lt. ; kneeling are (I to r): G. Rodriguez , Major: Z. 
Martinez, first Capt.; B. Bazan, first Lt.; G. Blevins, 
fourth Capt.: not shown is E. Trevino, second Lt. 
A) Sponsors are: 9. Navarro and B. Flores. B) 1983-84 
left and right Guards. C) Wait! wait! let me put on some 
lipstick first. D) 1983-84 Senior members are (I tor): D. 
Garcia, G. Rodriquez, Z. Martinez, D. Bracamontez, B. 
Bazan, G. Blevins. E. Farias, 9. Martinez, J. Cantu, H. 
Contreras, M. Elizondo, N. Tijerina, I. Cantu. E) Bearette 
Managers (I to r) ltza Flores, Liz Flores, Dalia Garcia. F) 
OH! how nice to perform again for our fans. 
C 
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1983-84 Var. Cheerleaders 
Camp and District Champs 
The 1983-84 Varsity Cheerleaders ere made up of eleven spirited young ladies, that 
consisted of seven seniors end four juniors. Sponsored by Mrs. JoAnn Doffing, the girls 
participated et summer camp. which was held et 9WT Sen Marcos. They came home 
with their hands filled with honors end awards: District Champs on cheer, Pom Pom 
routine Grand Champs, spirit stick end thirteen blue ribbons. 
The girls were the main attraction during the pep-rellys end the athletic games. They 
held their yearly Cheerleeding Clinics, end es always they were a success. Their pur-
pose to the school is to encourage the student body end faculty to support their teem, 
end to show school spirit. 
''Thank you Mrs. Doffing for your love end patience,'' quoted Liza Garcia. 
98 Varsity Cheerleaders 
A) Cheerleaders cheering during the scrimmage game. B) 
Liza Garcia-head cheerleader. C) Liza Diaz D) 
Cheerleaders trying to dance like Michael Jack&on. beat 
it-ju&t beat it. E) Hokie Trevino-co-head cheerleader 
F) Norma Robles G) Corina Faria& 
Varsity Cheerleaders 99 
C 
F 
A) Sherry Sorenson B) Edna Arrambide C) Liza Gonzelez 
D) Thelma Alverado E) Linde Moralez F) Cheerleaders 
breaking through with the Beers, on the victory line. G) 
Amanda Blanco 





to the Top" 
The 1983-84 Junior Varsity 
Cheerleaders experienced many and 
exciting things on their first year in 
high school as Sophomores. Mrs. Nora 
Cantu was the new sponsor for the 
Cheerleaders. They participated at the 
Athletic games, and provided leader-
ship and promoted the spirit for their 
fellow classmates. 
l 
A) Ida Palomo 8) Viola Garcia C) Nora Cantu- sponsor 
D) Laura Diaz E) Liza Cantu-head cheerleader, Ronda 
Ramirez F) The 1983-84 Junior Varsity Cheerleaders 
102 Bend 
A) The Mighty Beer Bend. B) The Beer Bend received a 
one et Pigskin. C) Celie caught by surprise et the game. 
D) The Bend worked herd to give the spectators a good 
show. 
D 
A) Rosie is bored while Philip end friend enjoy every 
minute of it. B) Bend Members enjoy having practice 
after school. C) Twirlers reedy to lead the peck. D) The 
e Bend went to a city parade. 
Mighty Bear Band 
''One More Time'' 
The Pride of PSJA, The Mighty Bear Band is our main source of music and entertain-
ment for school and community functions. At the same time it gives the students the 
best music education possible. This year the Bear Band won a first division with three 
straight one's at the Annual " Pigskin Jubilee" . After Marching contest, the band went 
on to place 26 students in the All-Valley band and seven on the _area band. The Band 
competed in State, Solo, Ensemble contest. The all-valley , area and all-state competi-
tion. Eddie Echevarria was the only member to be placed on the all-state band. Band 
members sold all purpose cleaner, jewelry and candy. This was to raise money for 
music sheets and trips which are all worthwhile. " The students will have a better 
understanding and appreciation of all kinds of music after they graduate from High 
School" says Pete Cisneros. 
Bend 103 
104 Band 
A) Directors era (I to r) Head Director P. Cisneros, J. 
Rodriguez, J. Fuentes, J. 9waford, J. Taylor, V. Denman, 
A. Gonzalez, D. Swain. B) Bear Band aAer getting a one. 
C) Rigo looks at the scoreboard while playing the fight 
song. D) Belinda Barrera happy after the half-time per-
formance. E) Drummers banging away at the pep-rally. 
F) P9JA Front Line (I to r) Olive Salinas, Cissy Capt (Head 
Twirler), Cindy Escobar (Head Drum Major), Anita 
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Students at PSJA High are always 
singing through the halls after getting 
out of choir class. The Concert Choir 
which has been under the supervision 
of Mr. Surry Gillum, went to the All 
Valley Competition. Three of the choir 
students made it to the top twelve. 
They also held several Christmas pro-
grams which were successful. Singing 
at the El Centro Mall during the 
holidays, the Medium Ensemble also 
enjoyed themselves entertaining the 
Winter Texans. They participated in the 
Solo-Ensemble Contest in March which 
was very successful. 
106 Concert Choir 
C 
H 
A) Gosh! I forgot the song. What will I do? B) "Start 
spreading the news. I'm leaving today. I'm gonna be a 
pert of it New York, New York." says Diena Rodriquez. 
C) Mr. 9. Gillum director. D) The 1983-84 Concert Choir 
members. E) The 1983-84 Medium Ensemble students. 
F) Girls enjoying the song they ere singing. G) Mr. Gillum 
directing the JV Choir to perfection. H) Mrs. C. Coward 
es always working her lingers away. I) The 1983-84 
Concert Choir officers (I to r) B. Garza, Vice-Pres.; R. 
E Lopez, Pres.; L. Cavazos, Sec.; A. Yarrito, Trees. 
0 




P9JA's Photograph1:4 Club was ver1:4 
eager to further expand their 
knowledge and experience with 
photograph1:4. The thirt1:4 members plan-
ned to take a trip to Big Bend, in which 
the1:4 took "nature photographs." 
._ __________________ ,. 
C 
A) Tessie takes off time to take a picture. B) The 1983-
84 Photography Club officers (I to r) Homer 8elines, 
Trees. ; Dolly Lopez, Reporter; end Marthe Castillo, Pres. 
C) The 1983-84 Photography Club members . D) " Hey 
Pancho these people ere going to take our picture so 
stand up straight end smile. ' · 





Goals were high for our body 
builders: self improvement, concentra-
tion, discipline and to reach their 
physical peak of perfection. Surely, 
PSJA's Body Builders have reach these 
outstanding goals. Being involved in 
the annual body building competition 
was a good experience for this very 
talented body builders. 
A._ _______________ _ 
B 
A) 1983-84 Body Builders. B) Hey! Went to join in with 
me end stretch. C) Jorge Escober shows his beck 
muscles. D) Jimmy with his right side muscles. E) Hey! 
look don't touch. 






Hosting the Valleywide Drama Picnic 
and Varsity Tournaments was the PSJA 
Thespians Troup No. 1295 lead by Mr. 
Zepeda. Many talented students 
received numerous awards in different 
category competitions. 
Last year's one-act play was invited 
to perform at the University of Texas in 
Austin. By special request, they per-
form "A Funny Thing Happened On 
The Way To The Forum." Their efforts 
and time to prepare "Peter Pan" were 
enormous ones put in to make the pro-
duction fly. 
The newest addition to the club was 
the long awaited addition of baby Z. 
A) Mark Gonzalez as Erronious ended his long search for 
his son and daughter. B) Mr. 0. Zepeda the man behind 
the curtain: makes fantasy become reality . C) Captain 
Hook tells Wendy to " walk the plank," while pirate 
Smee tells her " there's no one to save you now missy." 
A) Cast of "A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To The 
Forum" stop for a picture on their way to UT. B) Pet.er 
Pan (Omar Benitez) fling to go save Wendy from the 
arms of Captain Hook. C) Few members of the Thespians 





A) Michelle Moore having fun. while doing posters for 
the football games. B) Joel Longoria es Mercus Lycus in 
"A Funny Thing Happened On The Wey To The Forum. " 
C) Lupe De le Rose es a Lost Boy in Peter Pen: wishes A 
his "mother had a checkbook of her own." D) "And 
we're ell your children," says Merissa to Hokie. E) Omer 
Benitez es his first year in high school got the leading 
role of Peter Pen. F) This is whet Ana end Romeo think 








The 1983-84 Art Club was a very 
talented group that showed off their 
talent in many different ways. One 
way was painting the "Class of '84" 
mural in the cafeteria for the Seniors. 
The Club also donated money to the 
Student Council for the United Way 
and the Cheerleaders for the new 
Mascot uniform. 
A._ ________________ __. 
l 
- ,,___. 
A) The 1983-84 Art Club members and sponsors (I to r) 
sitting, Norma Rivera , Lise Lopez, Terese Cabellero, 
second row (I to r), Edith Silva, Ramone Gardner, Amy 
Yarrito, Sonya Castillo, beck row (I to r), Mrs. I. Shuy, 
Becky Moline, Sandy Bats, Abel Castro, Pet Pompa, 
Norma Yarrito, end Mrs. L Leal B) Edith Silva modeling 
her Senior jacket to the club. C) The Art Club officers (I 
to r) Abel Castro (Pres.), Norma Rivera (V. Pres.), 
Ramone Gardner (Sec.), Amy Yarrito (Treas.) and Marie 
Lurdez Acuna. D) Mrs. Shuy co-sponsor of the club 
always enjoys herself et every meeting. E) Norma Rivera 
posing for the club to be drawn by the other club 
members. 





The JROTC is made up of 178 cadets. 
The purpose of this club is to acquire 
an understanding of the concepts of 
leadership and the ability to com-
municate effectively. Throughout this 
year they were involved in the follow-
ing activities: Air Show. Helicopter 
rides, Flag raising ceremonies. Color 
Guard presentations and Drill Team 
competition. 
The main goal of this club, is to 
develop in each cadet good citizenship, 
patriotism, leadership, and respon-
siveness to constitute authority. The 
JROTC is conducted by Col. Barrera, 
MSG. Palacios, and SFG. Martinez. 
A) Lt. Colonel Barrera guided his students into two chop-
pers on Nov. 2nd. B) M80 Palacios instructs the 
students how the planes lift off. C) The only members of 
the first JROTC when it started three years ago. D) 
JROTC BN Staff (I to r) are: C/LTC D. Ponce, C/CPT I. 




A) Becky Villegas end Guillermina Segovia on their way 
to battle in en old ARMY truck. B) L TC Denny Ponce 
marching in the Veg. parade with his troup. C) '"Jaine 
Ayele: whet ere you doing et the Air Show?" D) JROTC 
during the flag raising ceremonies. E) Members of the 






A) Ida Garcia, looking very interested during the Air 
Show. 8) " WOW! Maybe someday I' ll become a 
general," says Ludy Becerra. C) Guillermina Segovia 
was chosen for JROTC Sweetheart, for the year of 1984. 
D) The 1983-84 Girls Drill team sitting (I to r) are; 8. A 
Villegas, N. Lopez, A. Sanchez, kneeling are (I to r); C. 
Rodriquez, S. Ramirez, I. Hernandez, standing are (I to 
r); L. Lozano C/CPT CDR, P. Tarver, I. Garza, M. Florez, 
P. Gutierrez, L. Garcia, A. Martinez, M. Gonzalez 
manager. E) The 1983-84 Boys Drill team are (I to r) sit-
ting; J. Galvan, 0. Villanueva, J. Rodriguez, kneeling are 
(I to r); C/MAJ XO R. Ramos, S. Ramirez, C. Ibarra, R. 
Sanez, 0. Portales, standing are (I tor); C/LTC CDR D. 
Ponce, D. Beck, J. Barrera, J. Keffer, J. Elizondo, J. 














A) The JROTC gets recognition. B) The 1983-84 HO Com-
pany members. C) The 1983-84 Company A members. 
D) Jimmy Jimenez practices for perfection. E) The 








What can you say about PSJA's Stu-
dent Council'? Directed by Ramiro 
Castillo, the council had a tremendous 
year. Sponsoring blood drives and an 
annual talent show which were very 
successful. The talent show produced 
the largest crowd that ever assembled 
in the auditorium. The cause of the 
crowd was the performance of the 
Easyettes of PSJA. 
Throughout the year the Student 
Council provided various holiday ac-
tivities in which the student body par-
ticipated. Among them were the 
Thanksgiving Turkey grams. and Valen-
tine's Day cupid grams. They also gave 
to the United Way, held a can food 
drive, and a toy drive. 
A) "PSJA breakers" popping et the Talent Show. B) 
Rosie, becking the Beers, by making posters. C) Student 
council members making spirH posters for the Beers. D) 
Student Council members et the annual Student Council 
Convention. E) Student Council officers 83-84 (I to r): 
N. Robles, Corresponding Sec.; A. Palacios, Sec.; Y. 
Gutirrez, Vice-Pres.: K. Jackson, Pres. 
118 Student Council 
D 
F 
A) Jerry smiles es he's being drained. B) No Michelle, it's 
not a party. C) "Don't be funny with me," says Anne. D) 
Sister Rose Mery happily donates her blood. E) The new 
PSJA choir. F) Lise pretending to be a student. 





The National Honor Society was one 
of the many rewarding organizations 
which promotes scholarships, leader-
ship. character and service to all the 
students. This year, they sponsored 
the Special Olympics and Honor Roll 
Tea. The NHS will be departing 
twenty-two seniors out into the world. 
They took pictues at the Homecoming 
dance and Valentine's Day for fund 
raisers. 
A) Marcus Galvan you have e perfect smile. B) Monica 
whet ere you going to do with that marker? C) Joey 
whet ere you thinking about. D) Old NHS members mak-
ing posters for new members. 
A) Norma Robles brushing her heir et a meeting. B) Cor-
ine thinks the meetings ere very interesting. C) The 
1983-84 NHS Members ere: Front Row: J. Gonzelez, C. 
Faries, N. Robles, L. Salines, G. Coronado, M. Kolibe, M. 
Moore, 2nd Row: A. Castro, L. Garcia, C. Capt, S. Leal , 
M. Contreres, S. Montonez, R. Regalado, Top Row: Mrs. 






A) 1983-84 Mu Alpha Thate officers (I to r) kneeling: C. 
Capt (Sec.), M. Galven (Pres.), standing: Sponsor Mrs. 
Saulsbury, S. Culpepper (Trees.), J. Bauer (V. Pres.), 
end Sponsor Mr. Gill. B) Senior members, bottom row (I 
to r) C. Capt, C. Gamboa, M. Moore, (2nd row) A. 
Rodriguez, R. Moye, M. Galven , M. Kolibe, S. Leal. (Top 
row) Sponsor Mr. Gill , J. Gonzelez, S. Culpepper, L. 
Falknor , D. Bishop, J. Bauer, J. Losoya, P. Lopez, Mrs. 
Saulsbury. C) Ana can't waif lo fake her cape off. D) 




Do believe that Mu Alpha Theta is 
one of the most prestigious and active 
club on campus. They promoted 
scholarship, and everyone in the club 
participated in all activities. Such as 
Math Competition at Pan Am 
University. 
Their purpose was to recognize and 
promote high achievements in 
Mathematics. They also held their an-
nual assembly in which they inducted 
their new members. 
------------------c 
122 Mu Alpha Theta 
A) Joey thinking about going up to e new member end 
asking him about the Consntution. B) Edna enjoys com-
ing to the meetings. C) The Jury listens to the Judge. 0) 
8ponsol'6 have e meeting before cooking the food. E) 
New Membel'G, bottom row (L to R) H. Solis, T. Her-
nandez, A. Martinez, J. Alaniz, (2nd row) K. Garza, Y. 
Gutierrez, L. SalineG, A. Garza, 0. Solis, L. Gonzalez, B. 
Hoekstra, (3rd row) 0. Castilleja, K. M868rang, A. Jasso, 
E. Arrambide, 8. Montanez, 0 . V~leGCBG, C. Andel'G, M. 
Najera, L. Ramirez, (Top row) R. Torres, R. McDaniel, V. 
a Trevinio, R. Regalado, F. SalineG, F. Sandoval 
C 
D 






The Junior Engineering Technology 
Society or in other words the JETS, 
tried to encourage engineering and 
cornputer technology as a career 
course to students in this line of study. 
They had a Beef BBQ as a fundraiser to 
go to the third Annual Contest and Fair 
and also to the JETS Conference during 
the Spring. 
________________ .. A 
A) Sponsor Mr. A. Cron. B) The 1983-84 JETS members. 
C) The 1983-84 JETS officers (I to r) Arturo Martinez, 
Treas.: Vince Trevino, Vice-Pres.: Michelle Moore, Pres.; 





Originating for the first time in 
PSJA's history, the ESOL II was in-
troduced by Mrs. Cid to the students. 
She is presently teaching ESOL at PSJA 
ISO. The Club danced and sang for the 
Senior Citizens at the San Juan Nursing 
home. 
A) ESOL II members et e weekly meeting. B) 1983-84 
ESOL II officers. C) Members enjoyed dancing with the 
Senior citizens. D) The club performed for the Sen Juen 
Nursing home. E) Mrs. Cid, sponsor. F) Members singing 
Christmas Carols for the Nursing Home. 
ESOLII 125 
C 
126 PS.IA TV 
A) Come on little rodent get out of there. B) Mr. Rey 
Martinez advisor. C) " Watch out Howard here I come," 
says Robert. D) Jorge handles the camera like he 
handles himself. E) Mari Castillo likes working with the 
TV crew. F) Homer Saldana filming Scavenger on video 
tape. 
0 
TV Productions, Take Six! 
One of the most interesting and skillful programs on campus is none only than " TV 
Production." The course is really simple. Mr. Rey Martinez along with his aide teaches 
students to work and learn about TV production either in reporting, filming around cam-
pus. or reporting news that is seen on cable station PSJA-TV 2. 
The students are trained to do professional news reporting like the Valley's TV sta-
tions. The TV crew was kept busy all year long in helping KGBT's Muscular Dystrophy 
Telethon, Videotaping Children's show, the HBO/Cine Mac Contest, and participated in 
the Endowment for the Arts. 
The crew had the biggest fund raiser in February in selling carnations. Martinez 
states, " We are fortunate to have this program. We try our best to get as much training 
and experience in TV productions." 
D 
A 
A) The 1983-84 TV Production members end students. 
B) Diane learning the TV produciions technique. C) TV 
production crew herd el work. D) Robert earning his 
position es a camera men. 
C 




Seeking an opportunity for a health 
career? That was the main objective 
point of the HELP Club lead by Mrs. 
Sanborn, former Medical Technician 
and now a Biology teacher at PSJA. 
A) The 1983-84 HELP Club members and sponsor. B) 
The 1983-84 HELP Club officers. 
128 HELP Club 
B 
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Fellowship Club 129 
A 
A) 1983-84 CoGmetology Club (I to r) standing are: L. 
Pina, M. Garza, L. Olivarez, 8. Castillo, C. Carrelli. Sitting 
down are (I to r): A. Tijerina, 8. Perez, C. Hernandez, L. 
Guajardo. Not shown were: T. Hancock, M. Soto, A. 
Gomez, C. Mandoza, A. FloreG, M. San Roman, 8. 
Perez, C. Velasquez, N. Herevia, M. Lopez, R. Lopez, R. 
Lopez, 0. Zavala, M. Chapa, H. Bravo. B) Ah so that's a 
Manicure. C) Hey Miss Reporter, how about a little 
smile. D) Am I doing this right, " says Sonia Castillo. E) 
Hey! I know I'm bad. F) 1883-84 Cosmetology off'1Cers 
(I to r) ere: Cindy Carrelli , Reporter; Sonia Castillo, Vice 
PreG.; Cris Hernandez, PreG.; Lilly Olivarez, 8ec.; Luisa 
Guajardo, Sgt. at Arms; Lupita Pina, Perl.; not shown is 
Tracy Hancock, Treas. 
130 Cosmetology 
F 
Want to Look Great: 
Consult a Cosmetologist 
Going out tonight? You want to look your best don't you? Well why not consult with 
one of the cosmetologists on campus. There are twenty-two of them all over PSJA. 
They have the patience and creativeness to make one of our Senior citizens into 
younger looking people. All of the members competed in district competition held in 
Brownsville. On haircuts. manicures, hair sets and so forth. 
They encourage anyone interested in becoming a cosmetologist to join. It's hard 
work but fun, and someday it all pays off. After two years of hard work you get your 
license as a beauty operator. 
C 
A) Joe getting his face ready for the Prom. BJ "But 
Madge my hands are so dry, " exclaims Robert. CJ " Cin-
dy are you sure its even," says Mini. D) Hirminio Bravo 




A) Members busy et their meetings. B) The 1983-84 
French Club members. C) Becky Bezan. president going 




The 1983-84 French Club was under 
the direction of Miss Oralia Garza, 
which is her first year here at PSJA. 
Members of this club attended monthly 
meetings. They worked on various 
fund raising activities. Later in the year 
the club attended French Symposition 
com petition . 
.,_ _______________ _. D 
132 French Club 
Assisting 
Teachers 
Preparing to become teachers, the 
FTA members assisted the teachers in 
grading papers. With 20 members in 
the club, the FTA had a candy sale and 
an enchilada supper. The club attended 
a District Convention that was held 
November 12 at Donna High 9chool 
where they got an award and also first 
place in the name tag competition. The 
goal for this year was to attend the 
9tate Convention held in Austin, Texas. 
"Its been a lot of fun this year because 
there are more people in the club," 
says one year member Melissa Garza. 
Ramon Richie will have the honor in 
being District President next year. 
A) Miss Duren smiles es one of her studenfs explains the 
grading procedure. BJ Joe cells his teacher to see if she 
still wenfs the papers graded. C) Officers for the FTA ere 
(l to R) M. Zapata (Vice Pres.), J. Cantu (Perl.) , M. 
Suarez (Pres.) , R. Richie (Chap.). S. Montanez (Trees.). 
David Garza (Rep.) D) F.T.A. Club: Front Row: K. 
Kelkofen , M. Enriquez. C. Salazer. Second Row: Miss 
Garza. M. Rebollar , M. Suarez. M. Garza , M. Garza. M. 
Zapata , S. Montez. Miss Duren. Top Row: R. Richie, T. 






This year 's PASF/Spanish Club con-
sisted of 30 members and 2 sponsors, 
which had a very successful year. 
They had many projects such as a can 
food drive, the selling of M&M's and 
poster parties. 
In order to reach their goal of going 
to San Antonio for competition; the 
club had to sell candies . 
.,_ _________________ A 
C 
A) The 1983-84 PASF/ Spenish Club members. B) " Yes , 
I know Spanish, so! " C) Officers busy conducting their 
weekly meeting. D)The 1983-84 PASF Officers end 
Sponsors ere (I to r): Mrs. Hernandez, sponsor; Merible 
Alaniz. Hist.: Petty Ramirez , Trees .; Irma Ramirez, 2nd 
Vice-Pres.; Elizebeth Liz Flores, Pres.; ltze Flores, Vice-






Future Business Leaders of America 
started their year with a community 
project. Taking fruit baskets to the 
elderly at the Nursing home, they also 
had their leadership workshop at 
Memorial High 9chool. Following their 
workshop they attended district and 
state competition. The FBLA Club was 
sponsored by Mrs. Garza. 
s._ _______________ _ 
C 
A) Yvonne Torrez, President 8) Joey Jackson, 
Parliamentarian C) Meggie Lopez, Treasurer D) Jerry 











Learning about events of history end 
its importance to each citizen es en 
American, the History Club also ap-
preciated end respected their country. 
Sponsored by Mr. De Le Garza end Mr. 
Reyne, the rnernbers end sponsors 
would like to ihenk Mr. 9oriente for be-




A) Officers and sponsors looking back info fhe pas! of 
fhe Old San Juan hofel. B) Sylvia Luna , reporfer . C) The 
1983-84 Hisfory Club officers (I lo r) J. Maldonado, 
Pres.; M. Gonzalez, Sec.; 8 . Luna , Reporfer; J. Jaime, 
Vice-Pres.; E. Marfinez, Treas. D) The 1983-84 Hisfory 
Club members. E) Hisfory Club Members F) Mr. De la 
Garza, co-sponsor G) Michelle Gonzalez, Sec .. and Julie 
Maldonado, Presidenf. H) Melinda Ramirez (superman). 
I) Jaime Marfinez J) Javier Jaime, Vice-Presidenf. 
f 




One of the many clubs in our school 
serves as a purpose to promote all 
fields of science to those students on 
campus who ere interested in any 
branch of science. Its goal is to provide 
its members with some explosive to 
the various fields of science. 
Gaining such an experience are thir-
ty students which are mostly 
sophomores. They also co-sponsor the 
great extravaganza of the "Queen 
Contest." 
A) Mr. Sandoval's frfth period closs. B) Mr. Hector San-
doval. sponsor. C) Gosh! I can't wait for the weekend. D) 
Liz Estrade, member. E) Mr. Sandoval 's third period 
closs. 
138 Science Club 
A) The 1983-84 Science Club officers. B) Martin Lendez, 
member. C) The 1983-84 Science Club members. 
8 
C 
Science Club 139 
FFA 
FFA: On Top 
of the Crop 
Seventy-five very talented members 
attended various contests and brought 
back a handful of awards. 9uch ac-
tivities as the livestock 9how, Blue 
Jean Queen, Cover Girl, and the Donna 
Lamb 9how. The FFA members ere 
very active and ere advised by Mr. 
Ramirez and Mrs. Garza, which are ex-
cellent sponsors. 
Throughout the year they sold 
various items. But the most rewarding 
was the selling of Corn Gold Sausage. 
Which eventually won them a three 
wheeler-Honda Motorcyle for the sale. 
----------------
A) FFA'a prize award, a three wheeler-Honda 
Motorcycle, llfanding with if are (I to r): Mr. 
Ramirez, J. Rocha, K. Johnson. and 8idney Ford. 
Corn Gold Rep. 8) Mrs. Vilma Garza Advisor , in-
structing the students of FFA how to weld. C) 




A) The 1983-84 FFA members are front row (I to r); J. 
Arcaute, I. Ouerra, 8. Sorenson, B. 8aldana, 8. Guerra, 
8. Outierrez, C. Alonzo, J. Rocha, M. de Leon. 8econd 
row are (I to r): IC. Johnson, P. Garcia , J. Hand11, M. 
Oonzalez, F. Zavala, F. Delgado, J. Castillo, 0. Castilleja, 
J. Garcia , R. Aguirre, J. Trevino, R. Ureste. Third row ere 
(I tor): M. Yoder, A. Cestillege, E. Suarez, IC. Johnson, 
H. Outierrez, J. Neel11 , R. Rios, M. Lecke11, A. Villareal. 
Fourth row ere (I tor): C. Millice , V. Hernandez, M. Cruz, 
F. 8ilguerro, C. Castillo. end D. Gutierrez. B) Joe Trevino 
learning how to weld. C) The 1983-84 FFA officers (I to 
r) ere: IC. Johnson, Treas: M. de Leon, Reporter: J. 
Roche, 8ec.: J. Arcaute, Pres.; I. Guerre , V-Pres.; end R. 
Ureste, 8antinel. D) The 1983-84 FFA OfficerG riding et 





Hungry I Can 
Eat a Taco 
The FHA is organized to provide op-
portunities for self-developrnent and 
preparation for farnily and cornrnunity 
living. Sorne of their fund raising pro-
jects was selling "Tacos" as a rneans 
of settling down our "rnunchies" dur-
ing the rnornings. 
There are 100 rnernbers whose only 
goal is to provide leadership skills and 
cornrnunity service. They also attended 
an FHA rneeting held in Corpus Christi 
during March, where they cornpeted 
with other schools. 
A) Hey! em I doing this right . B) "This is the way you cut 
the breed, " says Joel Lopez. C) Mmm! this cookie is 
good. D) Belie supervising the class. E) I'm tired of bek- D 
ing cookie hearts. F) Bride's maids waiting in line for 
their chance et the alter. 
A 
B 
A) The 1983-84 FHA members are, sitting (I fo r): J. 
Enriquez, Mrs. Mcinnis, Mrs. Champion, Mrs. Cantu, 
Mrs. Ramos, Mrs. Rodriquez, M. Puente, S. Sanchez. 
Second row are (I to r): J. Gonzalez, O. Gutierrez, L. 
Martinez, M. Trejo, M. De Vela, N. Alaniz, J. Maldonado, 
C. Cantu, M. Pinon, A. Perez, D. Castillo. Third row are (I 
to r): A. Martinez, E. Palacios, L. Salinas, J. Forina, L. 
Perez, S. Martinez, E. Chapa, N. Rodriguez, R. Trevino. 
B) "Wrth this ring I thee wed," said the groom Bobby 
Aleman fo his bride Lorena Martinez. Standing to the left 





A) Reul Gonzelez portrays himself as e priest during 
Mock Wedding week. B) FHA loves You. C) This better 
is so thick. It feels like clay. D) "Hey men! I hope I'm do-
ing this thing right, " says Rechel Trevino. E) Diane be 
careful not to drop that bowl. 
D 
A) Whatchya looking at? B) " OH! but I don't want to dir-
ty my hands." C) Gosh! I hate making cookies. D) Wow! 
so this is how you bake cookies. E) Open wide Bobby. F) 
Mrs. Rodriquez listing to her siudents' conversation in 







A) " This is the way we wash our dishes ," says Mery. B) 
" You better watch out before I splatter you. " C) " Is this 
how Julie Child started?" D) " They ' ll never know whet I 
put in the cookies," says Norma. E) " That doesn't look 




A) Mock wedding bride Lilly Salines escorted down the 
aisle by her acting parents Denny Vega end Maribel Her-
nandez. B) Pete Gomez played e priest during the Mock 
wedding week. C) Bobby. can't you open your mouth e 
little bit wider. D) Students practice how to be good 
parents in Home Family Living class. E) "You look better 





Only 29 and 
Going Strong 
The 1983-84 DECA Chapter # 1 led by 
Bsldemsr Montemayor were involved in several 
activities. Ares IV Leadership Conference, 
another conference inviting 120 other high 
school DECA chapters held on February 10 end 
11, 1984, end the State Conference. All 29 
members of this chapter had the same goals to 
achieve: to have s good end active chapter 
within themselves, to involve themselves not on-
ly in school but in community projects end lest, 
to learn end serve es leaders. All members fulfill-
ed the purpose of the club: to further develop 
education in marketing end distribution, promote 
understanding end appreciation. DECA helped 
the students get through the "morning mun-
chies" by selling candies. They also found time 
to compete in district end state competitions 
held st Memorial H.S., Sen Antonio, end Kansas 
City. Mr. Montemayor closes the year by 
"thanking ell teachers, administrators, 
businesses, communities, end especially parents 
for supporting our MOE program et PSJA HS." 
Front row I to r: A. Aguilera, D. Cantu, C. Segovia, G. Garcia, N. Hernandez, R. Ramirez, M. Contreras, A. Silva. Middle row I to r: J. Sanchez, 
R. Miranda, M. Lopez, M. de Leon, M. Serna. Last row: C. Garza, R. Alvarez, T. Garza, E. Elizalde, M. Castillo. C) DECA officers I to r: A. 
Aguilera-Chaplain; M. Lopez-Sec.; M. Contreras-V-Pres.; J. Echazarreta-Treas.; M. Garza-Pres.; A. Silva-Rep.; G. Garcia-Hist.; 
not pictured is J. Sanchez-Sgt. at arms. 





The 37 DECA members of Chapter II was e 
club with many activities for this year. After put-
ting on e Fashion show end Haunted House, they 
also sold candy. During the summer, they at-
tended National Competition held in New 
Orleans, la., along with other countries like 
Canada, the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico and 
Guam as fellow competitors. Apart from leaving 
new friends, DECA came home with new ideas to 
prepare. Area IV Conference was held in P8JA for 
the first time end members worked on manuals 
composed of concephl relating to the national 
economy end the field of marketing. 
C 
A) DECA off,cers: I to r: V-Prea. I. 8anchez; 8ec. 
A. Fuentes; Chaplain 0. Cabrera: standing: Treas. 
F. Villareal; Perl. P. 8andoval: Hist. A. Gutierrez: 
Rep. B. Sendejo: Qgt. et arms R. Villagomez. B) 
V-Pres. I. 8anchez and Mike Martinez make a 
presentation to Dwight Robertson, Kiwanis Club 
President. C) Working together as one is one of 
DECA's fine quatrties. D) Pate Diaz, Pree. of Diaz 
Enterprises, was the guest speaker for the 
installation of officers. To the right is Janie 
Calderon, 1981-82 DECA Pree. as master of 
ceremonies. E) lsebel 8anchez, 1882 DECA 8ec. 
rep,-nted Texas and P8JA with the Civic 
Consciousness Project at Nationals in New 





A) Alma Fuentes and Maagia Tijerina display their outfrts 
of the Fell Fashion Show. B) Noemi Villereel and Cris 
Castro prepare a mummy or is it a DECA member(?) for 
the Haunted House for the Boys' Club of Pharr. C) Irene 
Tellez, Mario Sierra, Abby Gutierrez and Eleazar Garza 
work hard on the decorations for the Fashion Show. 
C 
1983-84 DECA members: bottom I tor: N. Medrano, C. Garcia, C. Elizalde, A. Fuentes, P. Sandoval. B. Sendejo, I. Sanchez, M. Alaniz, C. Castro, Middle I tor: D. Perales, N. 
Villareal, A. Gurrola, G. Cabrera, N. Mendoza, I. Tellez, L. Perez, C. Cantu, M. Solis, 0. Hernandez, top I to r: M. Martinez, F. Villareal, D. Castillo, A. Palomares, M. Vela, R. 
Villagomez, C. Cortez. 
DECA II 151 
B 
152 OECA Ill 
P.S.J.A. D.E.C.A. 
A) DECA C<rop I. B) Irma Campos-Pres. C) Norma 
Ruiz-Vice-Pres. D) Mary Ellen Barbosa-Sec. E) 
Favorites (I to r): Gilbert Torres, Rosie Salines, Dore Oar-
ze, Rolando Gallegos. F) Pet Miranda-Trees. 0) Lab II 
H) Letty Compean-Hist. I) Mery Lopez-Perl. J) Rosie 
Salines-Chaplain K) Irma Trevino-Rep. L) Co-op II A 
-PSJA DECA -
DECA Ill Advances 
The 1983-84 35 tnetnber DECA Ill 
Chapter got off to a good start by sell-
ing candies, managing their conces-
sion stand and assisting in blood drives 
with the Pharr Lions Club. Their presen-
ting the Civic Consciousness Project 
was also a big event for DECA Ill. Their 
purpose of their club, like all clubs, 
was to be another fine chapter. Par-
ticipating in contests such as Officer 
Leadership Conference in Corpus 
Christi, Area and State Competition es 
well as Nationals, in New Orleans were 







Vocational Office Careers Clubs of Texas (Ch. 
V) Area II of PSJA consisis of 30 members who 
ere enrolled in office duplication practices I or II 
course. Each year they participate in the VOCCT 
Area Leadership Conference end for the pest 
four years. they have advanced to the VOCCT 
9tete Leadership Conference where they pieced 
1st in the Spirit Duplication Project Contest 
(1980). end Public Speaking Contest (1983). 
They have also had e Parent-Student Annual 
VOCCT Banquet where the three most active 
VOCCT members, Most Outstanding ODP I end 
ODP II Students, Top Fundreiser Sellers end any 
student that hes pieced et the VOCCT Area end 
9tete Leadership Conferences were presented 
with awards. 
A) "You're gonna need en apron," says Margie Salas to 
Sandra Guzman. B) Miss Gonzelez smiles es she thinks 
of how proud she is of VOCCT. C) Mr. Rod learns of 
VOCCT's many activilieG. D) Concentrating on precision. 
E) Leo Alcala is preparing a layout. F) No. I'm not ironing 
my clotheG, I learning how to laminate. 
/ 
I 
A) VOCCT I to r: Miss C. Oonzalez-Spon., I. Arevalo, C. 
Cerdome, C. Teran, T. Guerrero, E. Gutierrez, S. 
Sanchez, B. Raymundo, E. Salazer, S. Pena, M. 
Resendez. M. Zarate, L. Alcala. Not shown ere M. 
Cazares, M. Lozano, H. Lozano, C. Arispe, M. Guerrero, 
B. Cabrera , M. Salas, M. Ruiz end A. Leal. 8) Taking time 
to look for a camera. C) 1983-84 VOCCT Sweetheart 
Elizebeth Salazer. D) VOCCT off,cers I to r: C. 
Teran-Sgt. et arms: B. Raymundo-Hist.: S. 
Sanchez-Rep.: M. Resendez-Student Club Advisor: 
M. Zarate-Club Advisor: E. Gutierrez-Sac.: L. 
Alcala-Pres.: E. Salazar-Trees.: T. Guerrero-V.-
Pres . Not shown ere A. Leal-Perl. : M. 




Busy as Ever 
The Office Education Association is e 
very busy group of young ladies in-
volved in many activities throughout 
the year. The month of September OEA 
Mig. Chapter offered initiation of new 
members while in October the group 
was much more active by visiting the 
Aardvark Dey Care Center end giving 
cards with candies to teachers. The of-
ficers attended e leadership Con-
ference in Corpus Christi during 
November. December came end OEA 
was once again busy with e multitude 
of new activities including Sweethearts 
participating in the Vegetable Parade, 
A Christmas Canned Food Drive for 
needy families end exchanging gifts 
with OEA Buddies. February included 
Area OEA leadership Conference Con-
test end e Valentine Project. 
A) OEA I tor: J. 8elines, L. Chapa , R. Reyes, E. Ramirez. 
E. Silva, R. Cano, L. Lozano, T. Villareal, B. de le Rose , 
R. Trevino, L. Lopez, E. Olvera, M. Alaniz, 0 . Nunez, 9 . 
Cruz, H. Guerre , N. Gonzelez, A. Anzaldua , D. Garcia. B) 
M. Alaniz goes over assignments for duplication. C) OEA 
oftt08f'S: I to r: 8 . Enriquez , Lab Trees.: 8 . Cruz- V.-
Pres./Rep.: Y. Oonzelez-8ec.: M. Aleniz- 8pon.: L. 
Lopez - Co-op Trees. : D. Garc ia - Pres.: L. 






" L ~ 
A) Mayors from Pharr, Sen Juen end Alamo sign e pro-
clamation declaring VOE Week. B) VOE Co-op sponsor 
Diane Fernendez. C) VOE Co-op I tor: A. Garcia, 0. Cor-
tez, P. Garza, P. Cardenas. M. Guardiola , V. Iberra, Y. 
Pequeno, C. Pesina, 9. Montez, M. Rios , A. Torres, N. 
Camarillo, D. Fernendez, Y. Estrade, A. Rios. D) VOE of-
ficers I to r: K. Kelkofen-V.-Pres./Rep. ; N. 
Camarillo-Trees.; N. Nino-Hist.; V. lberre-Pres.; Y. 
Pequeno-Sec.; P. Cantu-Trees. 
Challenging 
Ourselves 
VOE Co-op is e club concerned about its 
members. Responsible leaders for our growing 
community is the goal of the VOE group. Ac-
tivities provided a learning experience for the 
club members including elections of officers , in-
itiation end installation of new members and the 
Employee/ Employer Banquet. Other activities 
included e contest which provided more reel-to-
lifa experience for the 25 club members end 
gave them e challenge to rate their abilities. Such 
e contest was held in Corpus Christi in February 
et Del Mer College. Fund raisers were e very im-
portant activity where e club becomes self-
supporting end this year, VOE Co-op sold 8-Creft 
Merchandise, which included household items 
end gift items. This project was held in order to 
help the club members handle expenses. 
B 





OEA hes been very busy this year. 
Their goal was to provide different ac-
tivities each month in order to promote 
the club. Some activities have been 
donating to MDA, donating the 
Volleyball team their cake, visiting the 
Children's Ward et Rio Grande 
Regional Hospital. also answering let-
ters to Santa to 2nd graders et Bowie, 
Palmer end Sorensen Schools. OEA's 
31 members who promote office oc-
cupations were busy in raising funds 
for their club by selling B-Creft end 
brush and comb sets. 
8 
A) Members I tor: kneeling: B. Garcia , end R. Gerner, M. Ortiz. R. Moreno, L. Valdez. P. Landeros. S. Sanchez. N. Castillo. D. Rodriguez, B. Guardiola. R. Cantu. M. Gonzelez. D. 
Olivarez. N. Rodriguez. J. Mecias, J. Vele . V. Benavidez end M. Hernandez. B) Officers I to r: R. Moreno-Pres.: P. Lenderos-V-Pres.: N. Castillo-Sec.: B. 
Guardiola-morning class Trees.: M. Gonzelez-afternoon class Trees.: N. Rodriguez- Hist. : end J. Vele-Rep. 
Working Didn't 
9care Them! 
Doing your job-that's what Mr. 
Ramirez's VICA-ICT club was all about. 
This club found part-time employment 
for its 32 members in order for them 
to develop leadership abilities through 
participation in educational. voca-
tional. civic, recreational and social ac-
tivities. Jobs ranged in all types: from 
custodial work, to nursing home aides 
and students earned while they learn-
ed. On their time off, they assisted in 
the MDA Telethon on Labor Day 
weekend and raised funds for the Good 
Samaritan Nursing Home. The highlight 
of the year was the 
Employer/Employee Banquet held on 
Valentine's Day. 
A) VICA-ICT officers I to r: 0 . Diez- Rep.: F. 
Salazer- Perl. : J. Horner-Sec.: A. Yarrito- Pres.; J. 
Ayele-Club advisor: M. Gonzelez- Treas.: A. 
Alvarado-Vice-Pres. B) VICA-ICT: Sponsor R. Ramirez . 
O. Diez, R. Sarmiento, R. Trevino. R. Briones, C. 
Gonzelez, R. Borrego, G. Gonzelez, A. Cruz, D. Denner, 
M. Gonzelez, C. Garcia , E. Palacios, J. Ayele , F. Salazer, 
J. Gonzelez, M. Perez, J. Garza. C) Micheal knows his 
job. D) Mery Rodriguez end her manager are all smiles et 





A) Mr. de la Rosa suggests ideas to Alfredo Salinas. B) 
Ricardo Briones stocks Pioneer Speekers. C) Elena Blan-
co will give you a Band-Aid if you need one. 0) Tommy 
Goodwyn and Jackie Horner do terrific work together. E) 
Debbie Denner and Mary Lou Gonzalez have fun on the 
job. F) Gary Gernentz will find you the right size in pipes. 
G) Carmen Garcia wonders if she typed e mistake. H) 
Cleaning is what Rey Sarmiento does best. 
8 
" - ' 
A) Carlos Gonzalez rescues a starved 
customer. B) Hey, Jaime Leal. what are you 
looking for? C) Here's George, hard at work. 
D) Rudy Gonzalez, Mrs. Graham and Rene 
Borrego-Teamwork. 
VICA-ICT 1983-84 members are I to r: C. Garcia, M. Gonalez, A. Yarrito, J. Leal. A. Alvarado, J. Ayala, D. Cantu, T. Vera, T. Goodwyn, M. 
Rodriguez, J. Horner, G. Segovia, M. Contreras, R. Garcia, E. Blanco, G. Gernentz, J. Gonzalez Spon. R. Ramirez, A. Salinas, G. Gonzalez, R. 
Sarmiento, C. Gonzalez, 0. Diaz, R. Trevino, R. Borrego, F. Salazar, J. Garza. 
VICA-ICT 161 
162 Metal Trodes 
Working Hard 
or Hard Working? 
Both!! 
VOCT is preparing students for the 
world of work with knowledge of 
academics leadership, both self- and 
individual pride and workmanship's 
skills. VOCT also helps prepare 
students for the real world by being in-
volved in many activities and contests. 
With only a few to be involved in, the 
VOCT District Contest in Harlingen at 
TSTI College and VOCT State Contest at 
the San Antonio Convention Center 
provided more experience for club 
members. Their 24 members have 
worked hard to raise their funds by 





Need a barbeque pit? Well, ask any 
of the 30 members in Metal Trades. 
They can build one for you and many 
other things. The purpose of this 
organization is to develop leadership 
abilities and organization abilities as 
well. They attended a District Contest 
et TSTI end State Contest et the Sen 
Antonio Convention Center. Other ac-
tivities for the Metal Trades club was 
the 7th Annual Christmas Party held et 
Le Viste Perk. 
A) Metal Trades officers I to r: R. Gercie-V.-Pres.: N. 
Pedraza- Sec.: A. de Leon-Rep. : M. Ortega- Pres.: 
J. Cazares-Perl.: J. Esquivel-Sgt. et arms: N. 
Rivera- Trees. B) A smile will get you through any day. 
C) Just tekin ' e break. D) Mig. Metal Trades. E) Making 
sparks fly is only child 's play to Metal Trades. F) Too 
busy to look et the camera. G) Thomes Hardesty takes 
five. H) Okey, where do I start? I) Mr. Sandoval stops to 
watch his class et work. 
Metal Trades 163 
A 
A) Buildin& Trades: I tor: N. Rivera , H. Ver&es. D. Torres, 
9. Hinojosa, M. de le Rose. J. Villareal. H. Lon&oria , C. 
Meres, A. Cirlos. kneelin&: A. Soto, R. Santos, J. Garza. 
B) Mr. L. shows e student how its really done. C) All it 
takes is concentration end e steady hand. D) Jaime 
Villareal displays his latest project-a wooden rockin& 
horse. E) Don't come too close! 
164 Buildin& Trades 
D 
C 
Building Towards Tomorrow 
P .9.J.A. has many clubs involved in 
building stronger individuals for leader-
ship and responsibilities, but Building 
Trades are some of the real builders in 
both senses. Building Trades have com-
pleted projects to experience its members 
to the fullest extent, for their out of 
school years a_nd also for high school 
competitions. Arial roofing, building a car-
port, a storage shed and a small church 
provided much necessary skills that this 
club offers. With last year's good record , 
students placed in District VOCT, 1 in 3rd 
place and 2 in 5th place, 1 in excellent in 
projects and they had even more exciting 
results from this club whose members in-
cluded 12 VICA members and 15 in VOCT. 
Funds are important so the Building 
Trades club had some small projects and 
sold M&M's to support their finances. 
A) What do you mean 'Is it on?' B) Anthony Martinez 
likes to immerse himself in his work. C) New techniques 
by Joe Saenz at work. D) The VOCT emblem. E) Con-
struction Trades I to r: 9. Lara, R. Rodriguez, 9. 
Escobedo. D. Martinez. M. Ramirez, 0 . Conejo, 0. N. 
Vasquez. J. Perez, J. Saenz, Mr. L .. A. Morin, A. Garza , 
A. Martinez, 9. Thompson. 
Construction Trades 165 
A) Auto Mechanic students end engines ere close 
friends. B) Mr. Palacios gives his own point of view. C) 
Using your hands intelligently is pert of being in Auto 
Mechanics. D) Let's start it to see how it works! E) Mr. 
Palacios other mechanical elves. Top row I to r: L. Bies, 
J. Castillo, A. Yarrito, D. Martinez, J. Rodriguez, C. 
Salazer, S. Trevino, P. Castillo, R. Almendarez, A. Gon-
zelez, J. Flores, R. Sales, R. Garcia, E. Chapa, J. 
Rodriguez, E. Garza, E. Lopez. 
166 Auto Mechanics 
C 
A) Learning es you work and observation ere 
vital , too. B) Only by having the right tools can 
you do the job right. C) Mr. Palacios is always 
there lo help. D) But he also likes for his students 
to be independent. E) Adding the finishing 
touches. F) Hey, Mr. Goodwrench!! 
Our Very 
Own Mechanics 
Where can you find an auto mechanics class 
that services the school? Nowhere else but PS-
JA! That's what Mr. Palacios' 38 class members 
had in mind for a fund-raising idea. To students, 
having automotive maintenance without leaving 
school was a big relief in the wallet. Anything 
from fixing a flat lo an overhaul could be given 
P9JA's " Midas" touch. Other than servicing the 
school , the Auto Mechanics class found lime lo 
give their continuing 100% rated experience lo 
compete in District at Brownsville and State et 
Houston contests. Results were receiving 1st 
piece in District end 2nd place in State. Like all 
vocational classes, this one teaches skills . 
leadership and most importantly. responsibility. 
Like all vocational classes, Auto Mechanics is 
just one more organization P9JA can be proud 
of. 
Auto Mechanics 16 7 
No Motor Is 
Too 9mall 
"9crewdriver! ". "Wrench!", 
"9ocket!" were the words you'll hear 
in the Auto Mech. Mig. class which met 
after school from 3:30-7:30. Noi too 
many organizations could do this, but 
this class of 33 members worked it in-
to their schedules. Mr. Rey Zavala hes 
been proud of these students for being 
involved in the Jerry Lewis Telethon by 
taking telephone pledges. In regard to 
ell this pride in his students, Mr. Zavala 
rewards the outstanding student with a 
smell token of his appreciation. Being 
that noi everyone can receive this 
award, the class had the opportunity to 
compete in District end Qtete competi-
tion to distinguish themselves es a 
unified club. For the time between 
waiting for Outstanding 9tudent end 
competition, the Auto Mech. Mig. 
repaired cars throughout the year, sold 
custom-made buckles end sponsored 
en enchilada dinner. 
A) Off"IC8f8 I to r: E. Guzman, R. Abitue, A. Martinez, 0 . 
Cerda, J. 8eenz, V. 8ante Ana, R. Hernandez. B) 
Members I to r: (front row): R. Zapata, E. Mendoza, J. 
Florell, V. Verges, R. Loe, A. Rios, J. Gonzelez, A. 
Ramirez, E. 08fCie, 0 . Rodriguez, A. Martinez, R. 
Abitue, V. 8ente Ana, E. Suarez, R. Hernandez, J. 8aenz, 
R. Moreles, R. Jimenez, Mr. R. Zavala, F. Ruiz, R. Vele , D 
E. 0uzrnen, R. Gonzelez, J. 8elines, M. Hooks, 0 . 
Rodriguez, M. Moreles, H. ReyBG, A. Palomo, J. 0 . 
Gonzelez, 8 . EBC<>bedo, A. Arellano. Not shown i8 C. 
Reyes. C) Y-icto, 8ente Ana and ~ 0 . Gonzalez 
concentrate on automotive manuals. D) Armando 
Arellano and Eliberto 0uzman working side by side. E) 
Arnold Martinez edjueting spark plugs. F) Here, let me 
help you, saye Y-ICfor Hernandez to Joe 8aenz. 






The Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
is made up to present the athletes and 
coaches, the challenge and adventure 
of receiving Jesus Christ our Lord. 
There are approximately 15 to 20 ac-
tive members who make up the club. 
They sold Christmas ornaments and 
had a "Pretty Legs Contest" as fund-
raising projects. 
.._ ______________ _ 
A) The 1983-84 FCA officers (I to r): Michelle Silva, 
Vice-PraG.: Debbie Salinas, Treas.: Julia Perez, Advisor: 
Letty Cantu, Sec.: Lillie Sat.nas, Pres. B) The 1983-84 
FCA members (I to r): Patty Munoz. Francis Rodrigues, 
Beti Miranda, Debbie Salinas, Michelle Silva, Julia Perez, 
Lillie Salinas, Letty Cantu, Mertine Hernandez, Marisol 









































































































A) Laure is standing looking pretty. B) J. V. Cheerleaders 
supporting the foofbell players et the games. C) Debbie 
takes time to laugh et the mascot during the Porter 
game. D) Sophomores ltze end Amos doing nothing. E) 
Sendra Champion enjoys a walk to class. F) These two 
girls show their pride by holding their Sophomore 
Benner . 
Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomore 
ophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophom
ores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores r.g "'O =r 
0 
Sophomores '84 
'84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 Sophomores '84 So
























































































































































Yolend end Petty fighting for e paint brush. 





























































































Love those legs, Vinny 
A group of Sophomores enjoying themselves even though they didn't have dates for homecoming 
Davis, David 
Davila, Yolanda 
De Anda, Gloria 
De Hoyos, Aida 
De Hoyos, Noelia 
De La Cruz, Angelica 
De La Cruz, Melesio 
De La Fuente, Bellanira 
De La Fuente, Efrain 
De La Fuente, Orner 
De La Rosa, Martin 
De La Rosa. Rebecca 
De Leon, Alejo 
De Leon, Lana 
De Leon, Leticia 
De Leon, Rosa 
De Leon, Rosie 






































































Mary and Janet look kind of tired a~er a long day at school. 























































































All the reppin' Rodney's et PSJA High (No Respect). 



























































Leal , Gilbert 
Leal. Rogelio 




































Is Ricky Torres spying on Melissa? 
























































































Omer is hypnotized by the camera. 






























































































Santa Ana , Norma 
Santa Maria, Oscar 












Singleterry , Adam 
Singleterry, Joe 
184 Sophomores 
Hey Sandra what' s going on in class? 
















































Vela , Julio 
Vela , Melissa 
Vela , Norma 
Velasquez, Joe 
Villareal , Fred 
Villanueva , Gilberto 
Villareal. Ileana 
Villanueva, Israel 
Villela , Martha 
Villareal. Noemi 





A) Eddie waits after school , waiting for who knows whet. B) Judy . 
just a few more steps till you get there. C) A group of Sophomores 
interested in a group discussion. D) Valerie gives us new kind of 
smile. E) Arty daydreaming es usual. about Saturday night. F) 
" What' s she laughing et," asks Frank . G) Eddie shows us those 






Ward . Johnny 






Zrubek . Brenda 








This year's 1983-84 Sophomore Class was 
the class with little respect. Starting to cheer 
for the Bears until the third pep rally, the 
sophomores were welcomed by the SENIORS 
of '84 at the yearly sophomore orientation. 
The goal for the Sophomore Class was to 
raise enough money to make this years Belle 
& Beau a success. The dance was held at the 
Pharr Civic Center in which many fund 
raisers were held. One of them was selling 
cokes, cake, and cookies at the Homecoming 
Dance. The sophomores had a coke sale after 
school and a Chicken Bar-B-Que sale. Since 
the Bi-District for the Port Isabel. Benavidez 
playoff game was at Bear Stadium, the 
sophomores worked one of the concession 
stands. One of the sophomores that had a 
good year was Edith Gonzalez, "I loved this 
year and I'll miss the Seniors of '84." 
A) Maria Lourdes. shows off her tap dancing. B) llliana 
and Nancy listen patiently es Viole dozes off. C) Cindy 
sleeps during another boring speech. D) Annette smiles 
es she sees her test grade. E) Josie caught unexpectedly 
for a close up picture. F) " Can you give me the answer 
for #2," says Jeck. G) Sophomores Micheal end Sigi 
were proud to be on the Mester Minds Team. H) Wake 
up Joe , school's almost out. I) Edith end Mery Helen 
model for us in their newly bought outfits. J) 1983-84 
Sophomore Class officers ere: Bottom) Edith Gonzelez 
Reporter , Middle) Yvette Thornburgh Treasurer, llliene 
Alaniz Vice-President, Laure Diaz, President. Top) Mark 
Gonzalez Parliamentarian, Not shown, Melida Reyna 
Secretary. 
Sophomores 189 

























































A) Frsnk end Eddie babysit Lucas before Pep Rally . 8) 
Billy Thornbur_g , are you guilty or not? C) Bssilio Men-
dozs on his way fo class. D) " Did you really take my pic-
ture?' ' asks Msrlin Fsriss, E) Roy Gsrcis tries to get 
away from the photographer. F) We ARE no. 1, tells Lizs 
Peralez. 
Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 
Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '8
4 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 
Juniors '84 
miors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84 Juniors '84








































































Aguilera , Anita 
Aikman , Lori 
Alaniz, Maribel 












































































De La Garza, Bernadette 
De La Garza, Jerry 
De La Rosa, Martin 
De La Rosa, Norma 
De Leon, Leonor 
De Leon, Lenny 
De Leon, Martin 
De Leon, Sylvia 














Freddy takes a breather during the homecoming game. 
Anae/e does not seem to believe Ruben's story. 
Espinoza, Rene 













































































" Will you take my picture now, I'm in a hurry! " states Alicia. 
What is Gloris looking for in her purse? 


























































Luis Cejs still can't believe he's in Mu Alpha Theta. 
Rschsl takes time to pose for e picture during the homecoming game. 
i,Heble usted Espanol? Asks Lsurs in Spanish Class. 



























































Tony and friends relax for a while before going on to their next class. 



























































Rene Sales smiles es he decorates the truck. 
Above ere Jr. Class members that attended ell regular meetings. Bottom row: 0. Castilleja, C. lendez, J. 
Pacheco. Top row: 8. Escamilla. F. Oellerdo, K. Mesereng, A. Alverez, L. Deleon, A. Villerreal, R. Richie. 




















































































Linda Olivarez poses for her Photojournalism pro-
ject: Self-portrait. 
Hector Hernandez enjoys playing his new game program. 




Santa Ana, Victor 





















































Maribel smiles es she thinks of how pretty Alamo really is. 
Sylvie really thinks that she iG photogenic. 
Joe Pedraza gives a certain girl the eye. 
Cindy Alvarez is actualy doing her work for once. 
Vela, Janie 



























As tradition has it, the Junior 
Class is in charge of the Jr.-Sr. 
Prom. This year it will be the 
Class of 85's turn. The Jr. Class 
officers have b,Pen meeting 
since summer to discuss the 
main fundraisers. They raised 
sufficient funds to have one of 
the best proms ever. The 
1983-84 Jr.-Sr. Prom was held 
at the McAllen Tourist Center on 
Saturday May 5, 1984. The 
Junior Class Sponsors for 
1983-84 are Mr. Shockley and 





A) Araceli and friend decide two heads are 
better than one. B) Melissa Garza thinks 
she's ready to be a cheerleader. C) Bertha 
Reymundo says "Oh, the same old story 
once again." D) Obviously Johnny Najera 
is ready to leave. E) Junior Class Officers 
for 1983-84 are Sandy Escamilla-Pres., 
Ramon Richie-Vice-Pres., Gloria 
Castilleja-Sec., Cindy Landez-Treas., 
Juanita Pacheco-Perl. F) Judy wonders 
what in the world they are doing. G) 
Junior class friends join together in a 
laugh. H) Estela is already late to class. I) 
Ruben Rubio doesn't believe someone is 











































































































A) Rene Jaime-Coaches Award . B) 
Cosmetology-Zonia Castillo. C) Robert Alaniz-Off. 
Player of the Year. D) JROTC-Guillermina U. Segovia . 
E) Ruben Rodriguez-Def. Player of the Year . F) Bobby 
Olivares-Coca Cola Award. G) Bobby Aleman-M.V.P. 
H) Joey Gonzales-1st Team All-District , All-Valley , 2nd 
Team All-State. 
F H 
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One of a Kind 
No matter how many 
belong to the club, there is 




club members. They are active in 
club functions, they get along with 
everyone, and they also help the 
other members when they need help. 
That's the reason favorites are one of 
a kind at PSJA. 
A) History Club- Leonard Moncivies, Sylvia Luna. B) 
Band- Noel Salinas, Ana Fonseca. C) JV Chs- Mario 
Peralez. D) Chs-Rene Jaime, Armando Arcaute. E) TV 
Crew- Rey Aguilera , Marine Cano. F) Student Coun-
cil-Marcus Galvan, Lisa Garcia. 0) Osoettes-Lollie 
Villanueva. H) FFA-Sherry Sorensen and I) Bernice 
Saldana. J) Cheerleader Favorite-Mr. Ramiro Castillo. 
K) Mr. end Miss Bearette-Joe Forina, Zelda Martinez. 
L) JROTC-Eddie Chapa. 
Club Favorites 213 
214 Club Fevoriies 
M 
N 
A) NHS-Marcus Galven. Cissy Capt. B) DECA 
Ill-Rosie Salinas. C) VOE Co-op-Paule Garza, Norma 
Nino. D) Science Club-Emilio Champion, Sonia Garza. 
E) Cheerleader Fev 's.-Amelio Anzaldua, Juen Garcia. 
F) CVAE Co-op-Tony Avila , Paula Castillo. G) French 
Club-Delilah Martinez. H) JV Choir-Julie Maldonado, 
Alicia Montes. I) Construction Trades- Joe Saenz, Anne 
Gullfrero. J) DEA Lab-Delinda Olivarez. K) DECA 
I-Becky Carranza. L) DEA Lab-Juen Hidalgo. M) DEA 
Mig. Chapter-Leticia Lozano. Oralie Perez. N) 
VOCCT-Leonel Alcala. 
Club Favorites 215 
A 
C 
A) Beer Memories-Denny Trevino, Norma Gamez. B) 
DECA Ill-Felix Villareal, Beck11 Sendejo. C) Art 
Club-Abel Castro, Ramone Gerner . D) Building Trades 
VICA-Mertin de le Rosa. E) FHA-Larr11 Hernandez. 
Mer11 Trejo. F) Bear's Tele-Zelda Martinez. 
!216 Club Favorites 
E 
Joel and Corina 
Belle and Beau 
'84 
Joel and Corina were chosen 
Belle and Beau for 1983-84. 
Corina was a Varsity 
Cheerleader, played Basketball, 
and was a member of the Varsi-
ty Track Team. Joel played foot-
ball throughout his high school 
years. He was a tailback and 
safety for the Bears. Way to go 
Joel and Corina. 
Belle end Beau 217 
Basilio and 
Esmeralda: 
Jr. Class Favorites 
Esmeralda McDonald and Basilio 
Mendoza were chosen as class 
favorites for the junior class. Being 
favorites is nothing new to these two. 
Esmeralda was a member of the var-
sity volleyball team while Basilio was 
on the varsity Basketball team and 
also ran Cross Country and Track. 




Sophomore Class favorites 
were Lisa Cantu and Hugo Her-
nandez. Lisa was invofved in 
many school activities and was 
also a Junior Varsity 
Cheerleader. Hugo played 
Junior Varsity football and is 
considered a good prospect for 
the Varsity next year. 
Soph. Favorites 219 
Mr. Sandoval and 
Ms. Duran: 
Favorite Teachers 
Favorite teachers for the 83-84 
school year were Hector Sandoval 
and Julie Duran. Mr. Sandoval spon-
sored the Science Club and teaches 
Science. Ms. Duran teaches 
Sophornore English and sponsored 
the Future Teachers of Arnerica. Both 
were also very active with school ac-
tivities. Mr. Sandoval helped sponsor 
a trip to San Antonio to see the 
Universities and Ms. Duran went with 
FTA. 




Sally Cabrera and Bobby Aleman 
were chosen Senior Class favorites. 
Sally is active in CYO and says she 
likes to spend time with friends. She 
also enjoys dancing. Bobby was a 
2nd team All-District Linebacker and 
was a returning starter for the 
Baseball team. They were also very 
active in the Senior Class. 





Many awards are given throughout the 
year which signify's the students ac-
complishments of their school endeavors. 
One of these is being named "Rotary Couple 
of the Month", chosen by the Rotarians of 
P.9.J.A. To select such couples, their school 
involvement is brought up as well as com-
munity leadership. On their behalf a lun-
cheon was held in order to bestow this honor 
on P.9.J.A. students. 
-




A) September-Joel Gonzalez and Michelle 
Moore 8) October-Marcus Galvan and 
Kindra Jackson C) November-Ricky 
Caballero and Corina Farias D) 
December-Joe Forina and Hokie Trevino E) 
February-Joe Losoya and Sylvia Leal F) 
May-Monica Koliba and Marc Thrall G) 
January-Romeo Cantu and Norma Robles 
H) April-Anita Alvarez and Porfirio Villareal 
I) March-Kelly Trevino and Abel Castro 




Students who stood out scholastically dur-
ing the year above all others were each nam-
ed "Students of the Month." The students 
whom received such an award needed to 
have a unique leadership between peers and 
fellow teachers. A lot of hard work was put in 
by the students named to this elite group. 
E 
224 Students of the Month 
C 
A) Augusi-Michelle Moore B) September-Norma L. 
Robles C) October-Joel Gonzelez D) 
December-Monica Kolibe E) November-Corine Faries 
F) March-Romeo Cantu 0) February-Lillie Salines H) 
April-Kindra Jackson I) Mey-Lise Garcia J) 
January-Sylvie Leal 
Students of the Month 225 
Who's Who: 
38for '84 
Dedication and hard work are the main in-
gredients for being selected for one of the 
various special honors in this 
school-Who's Who. 38 people have 
received such an honor. Apart from main-
taining a high average, they also led and 
were active in their chosen organizations. All 
those chosen held other qualities such as 
community involvement and good character. 
PSJA's fa~ulty were judges to these can-
didates. And like judging in other contests, 
choosing the 1984 members of Who's Who 
was a difficult task. 
228 Who's Who 
Jsnice Bsuer-MAO. NHS, CCD, CYO, UIL Science, 
Number Sense, 9fudent Council. 
Dons Bishop-Varsity Volleyball, MAO, NHS. 
Gigi 8/evins-BearatteG 2 yrs, Ull Tennis, Student 
Council. 
PBfricis Cspf-MAO, 2 yrs, NHS 2 yrs. Band. Twirler 3 
yrs, All Valley Band. Hidalgo County Cotillion Club. 
Psu/s Csnfu-DECA 9ecretery, VOE 2 yrs. 9ec. end 
Trees. 
Pslricis CerdenllS-NHS 2 yrs. VOE 2 yrs. Abel Castro Jr.-Rotary Student March, PA9F, Art Club 
Pres. OEA. Upward Bound, Boys State, NHS, National 
Who's Who. 
Who's Who 227 
Cindy Cerelli-VICA, Cosmetology two years . 
Meris M. Contreres-NHS two years, French Club one 
yeer. 
Grecie Coronedo-NH9; Mu Alpha Theta; Varsity 
volleyball. 
228 Who'sWho 
Susen Culpepper-Mu Alpha Theta, two years, 
treasurer senior year; NHS one year; Band three years, 
chaplain; solo and ensemble two years. 
.. ' 
Corine Feries-Varsity cheerleader, varsity athletics, 
NHS two years, Rotary Girl for November, first runner-
up Homecoming Queen. 
Marcus Gslvsn-Mu Alpha Thate president, NHS two 
years, Rotary Boy for October, Student Council 
favorite , U.I.L. two years. Dslis Gsrcis-Versity Tennis two years. 
Joel Gonzalez-Mu Alpha Thate two years. NHS Vice-
Pres .. Rotary Boy for September, Student of the Month 
for October, All-State second teem defensive beck. 
Lorens Gonzalez-NHS two \ji:9rs, OECA two years. Yolsnds Gutierrez-Mu Alpha Thate, Varsity Tennis 
three years, Student Council three years, Bluebonnet 
Girl's State. 
Who's Who 229 
Marlins Hernandez-FHA three years, CYO fwo years, 
French Club, History Club. 
Kindrs Jackson-Varsity Athletics, Bluebonnet Girls 
8tate. Student Council President, Rotary Girl for Oc-
tober, Student of the Month. 
Monies Kolibs-Mu Alpha Theta fwo years, NHS 
secretary, 4-H ten years, Student of the Month for 
December, Rotary Girl for Mey, Beer's Tele Edifor, U.f.l. 
4 years. 
230 Who's Who 
9ylvis Leal-Mu Alpha Theta fwo years, NHS treasurer, 
CYO fwo years, Rotary Girl, Student of the Month for 
February. 
PsHy Lopez-NHS president, Mu Alpha Theta fwo 
years, U.l.l., Senior Class Vice-President. 
Raquel Lopez-NHS president, Mu Alpha Theta two 
years, U.l.l. solo end ensemble competition. Ids/is Msdriasl-OEA Club, Honor Roll. 
Jose Losoys-Mu Alpha Theta two years. NHS 1½ 
years , Student Council , American Legion Boy's State, 
U.l.l. , solo ell valley bend. 
Roberl McDsniel-NH8 one year, Mu Alpha Theta one 
year, Student Council. JETS three years. 
Sylvie Monfenez-NH9 two years, Mu Alpha Theta, 
OEA, H.E.l.P. club two years. 
Who's Who 231 
Michelle Moore-NHS one year, Mu Alpha Theta one 
year, Student Council, JET9 President. 
Norms Nino-Office Education Association President 
end 9weetheert. 
Liss Lee Obst-Student Council Executive Board, 
Volleyball. 
Pstricie Pomps-Mu Alpha Theta two years, NH9, Art 
Club. 
Raymundo Regslsdo-NH9 two years, Mu Alpha Theta, 
JETS. 
232 Who'sWho 
Norms Les Rob/es- Varsity cheerleader , Student of the 
Month of September, NH9, Rotary Girl for January, 
Homecoming Queen 1983-84. 
Lillie 9a/ines-Versity athletics, Mu Alpha Theta , NHS 
two years, FCA president, FHA two years. 
Rudy Vi//e_gomez-DECA 1 year Chapter II President, 
NH9 1 year, DECA Favorite for P9JA, Football 2 years, 
Track 2 years, Wrestling 1 year (Ohio). 
Gerry Vil/escss-Mu Alpha Theta. NH9, U.1.l. four 
years, Legion of Mery Secretary. 
Msrice/a D. Zscsrisz-NH9, PASF Spanish Club Presi-
dent, OEA. 
Who's Who 233 












































































































A) Coach Cuevas lov88 the way the 8eniol'8 back the 
Mighty 8eal'8. 8) 8achi Garza waits on the sidelin88 for 
his call to the field. C) Oscar Rodriguez learns alot from 
his instructor in mechanics cleGG. D) Two 8eniol'B on 







The Wild Bunch The Wild Bunch The Wild Bunch The Wild Bunch The Wild Bunch The Wild Bunch The Wild Bunch The Wild Bunch The Wild Bunch The 
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Kike Garcia and Mrs. Rodriguez take over the Child Development class. 










































Mingo Garza fantasizes about after school events. 
The 1983-84 Seniors of PSJA didn't have as 
many privileges as last year's. But they did do 
some things that weren 't ever done before. The 
Senior Trail at the last pep rally turned a lot of 
heads with expressions of confusion. Although the 
Seniors knew what they had in mind, they remain-
ed on the gym floor and sang the school song in 
unison. The Homecoming Dance was an event that 
hadn 't happened in ten years. But some more 
things took place that are Senior tradition namely 
winning the spirit sticks, the Penny Contest, the 
looked forward to Senior Week, and most impor-
tantly to Seniors, Prom Night. 
" The Wild Bunch" and " On the bed or on the 
floor , we 're the Class of '84" were only two of the 
many Senior slogans of 1983-84. These were 
thought up for the sake of remembering our last 
year in high school. Once we experience that long-
awaited night of marching as one to " Pomp and 
Circumstance" did we realize that we're on our 
own to go our separate ways. Even after gradua-
tion , visiting PSJA will feel almost empty without 
the crowded hallways, the noisy lunch periods, the 
radical pep rallies and spirit days. Seniors go 
toward making all these things memorable for 
everyone. Once they fade away , the only remem-
brance we have of them are our scrapbooks. Only 
once will we have the numerous expenses of buy-
ing Senior rings, graduation invitations, Senior por-
traits, receving our Senior jackets and finally 





A) During the Summer Seniors Robert Alaniz, Tony Tor-
res, Lilly Alverado, end Eloy Saenz attended Angelo 
State University, home of the Houston Oilers training 
camp. B) Robert Limes end Ricky Cabellero ere almost 
reedy for the Senior Prom. C) Seniors give a Junior the 
pleasure end privilege of a Senior hug. D) Senior bend 
members Manuel Cantu, Janie Bandin, Fatima Saldana , 
end David Sloss wait for the bell to go to their first 
period on the first day of school. 
A) Ruben end Andy give thumbs up to the Bend. B) Else 
e punked out crazy senior Beerette. C) The Beer's really 
take pride in the School Song. D) The Wild Bunch gets 























































































Advertisement '84 Advertisement '84 Advertisement '84 
~ -FIRST Newspaper 
in Hidalgo Coanty 
¥FIRST In Coverage 
of the 'PSJA-1 SD 





nLooklng To The future With PS)fl '' 
----- --- -
(512) 787-8824. 787-8899 
NEWCOMBE 
PHARMACY 
125 W. Park, Pharr 
(512) 787-2746 
Pharmacists: 
Quentin and Louise Newcombe 
Newcombe Workers are: 
Ruben Garza, Freddy Sandoval, 
Arty Sandoval and Ana Garza 
Advertisement '84 Advertisement '84 Advertisement '84 






1007 Bus. 83 
Donna, Texas 
464-3317 
Complete Insurance Service 
Auto-Life-Residential-Commercial 
LEE LOGAN GRACE LEWIS 
Manager Owner 
"Where Fashion Is Sold By The Yar<l' 
119 WEST PARK 
PHARR, TEXAS 78577 
PHONE 
787-1782 
Advertisement '84 Advertisement '84 Advertisement '84 
Advertisement '84 Advertisement '84 Advertisement '84 
Advertisement '84 Advertisement '84 Advertisement '84 
Advertisement '84 
Advertisement '84 Advertisement '84 Advertisement '84 








































































Senior Editorial Board 
THE OVERALL 
OFFICE 
P.O. Box 485 
New Braunfels, Texas 78130 
Bill Overall Oscar Gar:za Pat Howorth 
(512)626-1445 (512)381-6294 (512)497-3232 
1983-84 Senior Class Officers are (L to R) Mary Lynn Rojas (Treas.) Anita Alvarez (Sec.) Ro ie Trevinio (Pres.) Patty Lopez (V. Pres.) 
Sponsor Mrs. Arredondo. Top: Romeo Cantu (Rep.) 
270 Advertisement 
Stinnett Jewelry 
W eslaco-338 S. Texas 
968-1553 









• BUSINESS CARDS 
Harlingen-Sun Valley Mall 
421-2351 
• SALES BOOKS 
•BROCHURES 
eTYPESETTING 
• RUBBER STAMPS 
eCONTINUOUSFORMS 
•LABELS 
The Pharr Press 
eCATALOGS 
• WEDDING INVITATIONS, 
ALBUMS & ACCESORIES 
•LOGOS 
781-6589 
3 SOUTH CAGE - PHARR 
Weekly newspaper for 
Pharr-San Juan-Alamo, 
Hidalgo and Valley Wide 
P.O. Box 710 
319 . Cage Bl v. 
Pharr, Te . 
(512) 787-2291 
Advertisement 271 
Compliments of Armando and Susie, Danniel 
Dewaynne and Annabelle Annette Rodriguez. 
Senior Martha Escobar can help you find cosmetics, 
school upplie , jewelry, personal supplie . Pharr 
Drugs is located at 101 S. Cage in Pharr. (512) 787-





Okie Drive-Inn ha all your la t minute grocery 
needs. Pictured are Nora Rodriguez and Lillie 
Rodriguez, workers that will give you "Service with a 
Smile." 312 N. Alamo Road, Alamo. 









JAMES E. CAPT INSURANCE AGENCY 
400 W. Exp., San Juan, Texas 78589 
(512) 787-7372 • 787-4119 Office 
1983-84 PSJA Front Line- Left to right, standing, are Kelly Trevinio, Twirler, Anita 
Alvarez, Drum Major; Cissy Capt, Head Twirler; Cindy Escobar, Head Drum Major; Rosie 
Gomez, Twirler. Sitting, from left, are Adelina Alvarez, Twirler; and Olivia Salinas, Twirler. 
(Photos by Hector Trevinio) 
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803 Main St. 
Alamo, Tx. 78516 
, 
I 1. " · - .. weuse 
Kodak paper ... 
. . for a good look. 
I 
I__ 
500 E. Jones 
Bus. 787-9725 
Res. 787-7648 





A&D & DECA Backs the Bears 
I j 
itting (L to H) Hohit• alinas ( hap .). Irma ampos (Pre .). Mary Ell n Barbosa ( ec.), orma Ruiz (\ . Pres.). standing (L to R) 




Tower Rd. Ext. 83, 
Alamo 
N. 281, Pharr 
Corner I Rd. 
Sam Houston, 
San Juan 
Rio Grande City 









Wholesale • Retail · Repairs • Custom Designs 
PHONE• 787-00f6 
VSMAEL FONSECA 611 8, Nebruka 









11 :00 to 3:00 
Dinner-
5:00 to 10:00 
Owners: Carlo & 
Bea Solis 
902 S. Cage Pharr 
Reservations-781-1083 
Linda Olivarez and Robert Alaniz enjoy eating lunch at Carbea' 
Restaurant 
LIBRERIA CRISTIANA 
RIOS DE AGUA VIVA 
l-7;~"':_. 
6,i 
312 North Cage 
Pharr, Texas 78577 
Phone: 787-7982 
r·~ 
t::~ Owner-Roy Gil 
Monday-Friday 9 AM to 6 PM 
Saturday 9 AM to 7 PM 
ARMANDOSTACO 
HUT 
"Taco Capitol of the Valley" 
Fine tin Mexican Food 
42 Different Taco to choo e from 
Armando Elizondo and Famil Owner 




econd team All tate Member, Joey Gonzalez buys some 
glasses from Mr. Salina , Owner of Professional Optical. 
UaJl3 
l]~(Dl]V§ UW(1~ 
1983-84 Volume 46 
The Bear's Tale was founded November 5, 
1937. A monthly publication made for Pharr-
San Juan-Alamo High School students. 
!278 Advertisement 
Let ?Jt~. 'if!~ ad k4-~ .u 'I-"-'"~ #U<U. 





" The Club that beats the streets" 
114 W. Cherokee 781-5160 
Get your automotive needs at Raul' Texaco Station. 
RAUL'S SERVICE 
STATION 
301 W. Hwy. 83 
• expert mechanics 
• vehicle accessorie 
• fast service 





'r-o.------ 6 19 Ma,n , A lam o. Texas 7 8 5 6 Te , 512/7 8 7-18 31-
CHICO'S WHITES 
HOME&AUTO 
Lau rie Lozano, worke r at Chico's White Home and Au to. Chico· 
offers the best in home appliances, b1cycles, and coys. Chico's i 
located on 107 . Cage in Pharr. (512) 7 7-8272. 
280 Adverlisement 
✓,, We use 
Kodak paper ... 
, fora good look. ,. 
• Quality Photo Finishing 
• Complete Stock of all 
Photographic and Dark Room 
eeds 
• Free Advice on Photo 
Problems 
• Finishing for the 
Professional 
50% Discount 
on all outdated 
Paper and Film 
Colophon 
The !296 page 1984 Bear Memories was printed by Newsfoto 
Yearbooks, located in San Angelo. Tx. The paper is Sax Enamel 
with Impact Reg. #59 as the type. The advertisement was 
done in different type to suit the advertiser. The maroon cover 
is the P8JA mascot (Bear), an embossed silkscreened artwork 
designed by Mrs. Arthur Alaniz (Robert Alaniz's mom). Around 
the Bear are the words "P8JA Profile," the theme of the year-
book. 800 copies were printed at a cost of $!20 each. The pro-
duction of the yearbook was photographed mainly by the Bear 
Memories 6th Period Staff. Besides the staff. there were 
several people that undertook in its contribution (prints, 
negatives), therefore they deserve the greatest of gratitude 
THANKS A MILLION: Vince McWilliams. Trevino's Photo. Mr. 
Cortez. To all the P8JA organizations, sponsors, members, ad-
ministration, THANKS. To Linda Olivarez, Dinah Robles, Melissa 
Garza, Chris Thompson, Carla McKinney, for coming in second 
semester in helping ENORMOU9L Y. To the Bear Memories 
Staff. 1983-84 without YOU. Bear Memories 1984 would not 
have been created! 
IANNELLI JEWELERS 
101 S. Main 
21 W. 47th 
McAllen, Texas 
New York, N.Y. 
Mrs. Iannelli gladly acc
epts her customers jewe
lry needs. Vinny Ia
nnelli helps his 
parents at the store. 
Advertisement 281 
ti 
Conflra!ula!ionJ lo f he claJJ o/ 84 
Comp/imenh o/ 
282 
Joe Bob #56 and l.?obbv Joe #64 
To my friends and faculty at P .. AJ The moments 
may be temporary, but the Memories are forever" ... 
Liz E. 
To all the Bleacher Bums, Lunch Bunch and T he 
Wild Bunch "What is this a Party" Mitch 
To my party-out friend Eloy, don t ever forget our 
favome haunting number Mrs. Garza 
To all my friends. We've only JUSt begun and co all 
eniors, our ume w,11 come!. Laura D. 
To: Ruben Rodriguez #55, Good Luck at college & 
I love You" Love, Dinah Robles 
To: Dummy, Thanks for everything! Love Ya Pete 
Gomez #46 
To: Class of '84, Move over & make way for the class 
of '85 
To Robert (Gorgeous) Alaniz #64, I thmk you're a 
great guy. Thanks for all the lessons ,n Journalism. I 
hope I can keep learning. Lets keep m couch"' Love Ya' 
Like Crazy Linda (your da rk room buddy) 
O liva rez. 
Bye, Sen iors "84" Here we come it's our turn Seniors 
"85" Yea!' Miss You All, Melissa Garza 
Hey Mr. Ro d you're a great guy, and we all love you 
and expea you to pass us. We've all had fun ,n the dark 
room, Ha! Ha1 Journalism ,s great" Julie 
Longoria-Soph. 
ow that school's out, WHAT ,n the world are we go-
mg co do 1! Marty Cantu, r. '84 
To Elvia (S h ikn & Dude) P alacios: Remember 
Bohlsher Park, 10th, and anta Anna'/ Totally "A". 
Bud Rules" D .J. H. 
To Liza Sa laza r: I hope you remain the way you are. 
Buy-A-Line 
You re my best friend, Bertha Raymundo. 
Best of luck to all the Journalism Junkies of Bear 
Memories To Eloy, Joe Bob, Bobby Joe, Danny, 
a ri a, Linda, Ann a, Bea, N o rma and Di nah. Love 
TonyT. 
Leny I wish you all the best with fred; Wish me the 
same' Nell ie. 
To: Jud y P erez Like you've been part of all the fun I've 
had this year. Thanks a lor, like for making my last ytar 
cotally awesome Your Best Friend K R ABBY (Nor· 
ma Gamez) 
To L. R. This Bud' For you 111 D. H. 
You're the greatest brother.Joh n I love )'OU o r i. 
To Linda 0: It's been Wild and Kraz; ever since I met 
you But I've had a good ume; hopefully more to come! 
Maybe next year we w,11 go co school more often & 
learn something. Time i running out111 Reach for the 
stars' Rock and Roll will never die!! TOKE IT EA Y111 
Love, friends Always, Ca rla. 
To the B. B.'s "Friends we are and friends we'll always 
be Together we all C H EE R ED so fa1thfully'', o r mie. 
P edro: "With a fr,end co call my own, I'll never be 
alone, and you my friend will see, you've got a friend m 
me" Love Dummy 
To: Daddy /146, You better keep m couch with me. cuz 
I'm gonna miss you. I love You . K rysta Renee 
To: Ca rla McK in ney, Thanks for alwa;·s being 
around. I Hope All your dreams come true. Remember 
"When '84 is Dead and Gone, '85 will PARTY O ' 111 
Love Ya Linda O liva rez. 
Thanks for everytmg, D inah, I hope all your dream 
come true. Take Care!11 Love, Linda O livarez. 
Bear Memories 
Staff Box 
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Nyd says HI to all of the B-A Party People at P . .J.A. 
amely the Sen iors!!!! Let me say that ,ts been good 
partying with all of you spastic people and I have In-
dulged!' To everyone at PSJA and especially Dave 
Garza, who will let Rock Live on and be cool Forever I 
also give a Big Hello and wish you luck. 
To my friends & Facult)· at P ~A The moments may 
be temporary, but the memories are forever· ... Liz 
To all of Sandra C. friends. always keep her laugh in 
your hearts. I ley Dollie, thanks for bemg there when I 
was going crazy for R icky. Cruz, rememoer when I was 
thrilled co death'" o, I won·c get over h,m Ana 
Time co think of the moments when we were onh kids 
For these memories will be with us forever Ru ben C. 
Zoila R eyna I love you Babe1111 Joseph Dunbar. 
To all the non-believers at P.S.J.A. You can·c scop 
Rock ·n· Roll 111 T he Meta l Mi lit ia. 
He)· Eddie Gomez! If you re going to wme m1 name 
on the bathroom walls, spell it right. Momc,a. 
o en iors of 84 ay Good-bye. and Asta la B,e-bye 
everyone. r. 84-C G 
Hey Bobby J oe len go to your upstairs room with a 
few sophomores. Best of luck at Sul Ross. Keep up the 
good work and don't stay out of trouble Joe Bob 
Norma Ga mez: I hope you and P aul last forever. 
Your best friend J udy Perez. 
Aida I had a real nice time rh,s year. Thanx for 
everything. Don't forget me11 Joe 
Dinah I hope you get what you want out of l,fe!!! Take 
Care and Take 1t easy111 Friends, Carla 
This space is provided for those 
people that did not get their pic-
ture taken for the yearbook. Just 
insert photo where indicated for 
personal use. 
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288 Memorium 
In Memory of . • • 
Eva Trevino 
Closs of '85 
Ignacio (Tio Lolo) Medino 
Sergio Guerro Closs of '86 
He hos gone 
And his deeds ore done. 
He was my friend 
A broken heart will somehow 
mend. 
We won 't forget him 
Now the lights ore dim. 
And his soul must now rest but 
To me he will always be the best. 
I know now that he is with the 
Oneobove 
Surround by everlasting love. 
I con see him smiling in the sky 
As he waves goodbye. 
Oh, /'II see my friend someday 
When my end is to come 
But now I hove to soy 
That I miss him so 
And hope that somehow he 
will know 




Closs of '86 
You left the world You knew how to cheer We 'll always miss 
But to o better place usup your touch 
You're now with the When we were feeling 
good lord low The Jove we hove for 
Finally you see his face. You knew how to you 
brighten up Is not the one you 
You hod o way about Our days with on measure 
you outstanding glow The Jove we hove for 
That was definitely your you 
own And now that you're not Is o love we 'II always 
Words of comfort that here treasure 
only you knew We miss you very much Sandro ... We love 
Acts of love that only Although your presence You!! 




280 Bears' Tele 
Bears' Tale 
Awesome! 
The 1983-84 Bears' Tale siaff was 
awesome. Nine issues of the best 
possible coverage P8JA has ever 
received. This year Monica Koliba was 
editor with Charles Gonzales as her 
assisiant. Both were under Armando 
Rodriguez as advisor. The siaff itself 
consisied of ten members. Although 
the staff faced many trials and tribula-
tions, they came through with flying 
colors, maroon and white. 




A) "Yes, I'm the editor. " says Monica. 8) John Fuentes 
finally reaches the drinking age. C) Rachel smiles 
because she thinks her Mamiya camera is better then 
anyone else 's . D) " Okay, okay, so it was my punch," 
says Kathy. E) 1983-84 Bears' Tele Staff: top: Liza Diaz, 
Zelda Martinez. Middle: Luis Torres , Kathy Masserang, 
Charles Gonzales, John Fuentes, Jerry de le Garza , 
Maurice Ciccarello. Bottom: Diana Sandoval, Rechel 
Gonzales. F) Maurico quickly poses before going to 
work at Trevino 's . G) Zelda likes being a reporter for 
Bears' Tele. H) Diane thinks about e date with Joe. I) 
Charles thinks Ven Helen is # 1. J) When the Beer 
Memories c<Hditor talks , Beers ' Tele always listens. K) 
Jerry, the so-eelled Sports Editor. L) Luis wishes he were 
on the Beer Memories staff. M) Steff meeting e deadline. 
N) Liza fakes a smile at e Sophomore joke. 0) Monica 
corrects Mr. Rod in e mistake while Charles end Bobby 
watch. 
0 




With a new Advisor and with 
only two staff members return-
ing from the past year. the Bear 
Memories staff had a successful 
year. Arguments, broken-hearts 
and happiness guided the staff 
through the long working hours 
in the famous E-105. Along with 
all this, the lack of food hit the 
Memories staff right in the 
stomach. The staff was guided 
by the Senior Editorial Board 
that included editors Eloy 
Saenz, Lilly Alvarado, assistant 
editor Tony Torres, Lead 
Photographer Robert Alaniz and 
Advisor A. Rodriguez. Missing 
some deadlines the Memories 
staff still pulled off the biggest 
yearbook in P9JA history. Like 
the sands in the Journalism 
room, so are the days of our 
lives. 
292 Bear Memories 
B 
C 
(L to R) Robert Alaniz-Lead Photographer, Joe 
Forina-Photographar, Homecoming, Favorites and 
Honors, Danial Travinio-Faoulty, Norma 
Oarnez-8anior 9eotion, Eloy Saenz-Co-Editor, Ads 
A) Norma Oamaz types copy without paper. B) " Thank 
Ood I finished my so called pagasl" says Martin Landaz. 
C) Ana Oarza finishing the JR. 9eotion. D) Danial Travinio 
wishas ha had a batter saotion to do. E) Eloy Saenz busy 
working on the quad-packs. F) The staff takas time to 
take a group picture at a church. 0) Joa Forina can't 
wait to bear-hug Mr. Rodriguez. H) Mr. Rodriguez awaits 
o his favorite cless (8th). I) Lilly-Co-Editor. 
Ana Oarza-JR. 8action, Joseph Dunbar-Staff 
Member, Oilroy Martinaz-Bteff Member, Cathy 
Salinaa-Boph. Bection, Lilly-Co-Editor, Benior 
9eotion 
H 
Baa Bandoval-Bteff Member, Philip Ouarra-Bteff 
Member, Maurice Ciccarallo-Bteff Member, Tony Tar-
ras-Asst. Editor, Club 9eotion 
Baar MamoriN 283 
A) Advisor A. Rodriguez wants you in Journalism. B) 
Robert end Linde share e moment of being together 
after taking photographs. C) Tony Torres reedy for New 
York. D) Norma Reyne end Joseph Dunbar relaxing after 
working on the lest deadline. E) Spring Semester Beer 
Memories staff members were: (I to r) Carle McKinney, 
Linde Olivarez, Chris Thompson, end Melisse Garza. 




A) Gilroy Martinez waifs for his next assignment. B) 
Maurice Ciccarello shouts out, HELP!!! C) Bee Sandoval 
concentrates on the Index. D) Philip Guerre doing whet 
he does best. E) Sophomore Genie (Cathy Salines) tries 
to blink Rod out of her sight. F) Some of the staff went 
to a workshop et Pen American. 
C 
D 
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Editorial Board Editorial Board Editorial Board Editorial 
Eloy Saenz Co-Editor 
It's sad to think that I won't see most of my friends anymore, but it's been fun knowing people 
these past 3 years of high school. I would like to wish the Journalism Junkies of '84 Good Luck and for 
those of you that are staying make it the best. To Melissa thanks for helping me out on my ads. To 
Robert, Joe, Danny, and Tony, Thanx for being my kool friends. To Carla "Leave it to Beaver" and Lin-
da 0. Thanx for all the Good prints. Dinah, remember to take more money to Pizza Hut. To Mr. Rod, I 
want to thank you for being not only my Advisor but my friend. To Mitch, Liz, Gigi, Lisa, Lorie and 
Rosie thanx for the good times at the games. I would also like to thank Patty Lopez. Last but not least I 
would like to thank my Mom for putting up with me. To Mr. Excitement "Learn how to turn on a car." 
Lilly Alvarado Co-Editor 
My first year as Co-editor I. as my family, found out how dedicated the Journalism Junkies are to E-
105. Their patience in waiting for me to find time to be home was always there. Of all the many people 
to thank, Dady Mom are the first and my only bro Rick. I don't know any other Soph. who put up with 
all the Senioritis jokes as much as you. Thanx to you and the K-vetch men for always cheering me up. 
Putting together this book with the Junkies was a soap opera! But outside E-105 lurked things called 
required classes. I'd like to thank all my teachers for putting up with my constant tardies and late 
homework but I don't have too much space. Hope you're reading this! But thanking the Junkies for our 
big achievement goes beyond saying. Je t aime. Lil' (Morticia) 
Tony Torres Assistant Editor 
Dream a dream of a new tomorrow, that's what it's all about here at P9JA. Dreaming for someday to 
graduate. Well my dream has come true at last. Praying to the Lord day by day to give my family and 
me life as well as my friends. I would like to thank Eloy and his mom for taking me home all those days 
after school. Special thanks to Bobby Joe, Joe Bob, Danny, Norma, Bea and last by not least Rod: may 
God bless you all. I would like to extend my gratitude to Mr. Gillum and Mr. R. H. Flores. I won't forget 
your stupid remarks. I'll prove that I can make it out there so wish me good luck. Thank you Linda for 
the good prints you made for me. Hope you get what you really want out of life and I do know what 
you want. To my best friends Ross, Tina, and Charlyne, hope to see you in college and at Tina's 
apartment. 
Robert Alaniz Lead Photographer 
The year quickly passed and through the year many new and old friends have passed before my 
eyes. I'd like to thank Rene for staying by my side through the year. On behalf of Rene he would like 
to thank all his friends for making his school years great. To Joe thanks for everything you've done for 
me. To a very special person, Linda, I'm glad that we got to know each other very close and that we 
became King and Queen of the darkroom. Eloy, Tony, Dinah and Carla thanks for making the class 
more fun to be in. To Rod, I don't know how you put up with me through the year, but thanks for do-
ing it. Corina, I'm sorry for the pies. Dan thanx for the S's and being a great friend. My senior year 
couldn't have been this good if it weren't for all my friends so thank you. MOM, DAD, I LOVE YOU . 
Armando Rodriguez Advisor 
"Deadline is coming up! Work on your pages! Don't you have anything to do? The yearbook will be 
late if you don't turn in your pages!" I said these words so many times, I sounded like a broken 
record. I went through the most incredible position a teacher can be bestowed upon, "The Yearbook 
Advisor." It's a lot of hard work, dedication, and commitment. but most of all you must like the job or 
else! There was alot of arguments and love to produce this book. WOW! My most sincere thanks to 
Mr. McKeever for giving me the opportunity as my first year as an advisor. All my Journalism classes, 
THANKS for putting up with me, P,Specially my yearbook staff for those who worked hard to make the 
book. My wife Susie, son Danny, daughter Annabelle, your understanding really helped me get 
through this first year of teaching. 
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